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Abstract 
Characterization results are those which shed light on modeling 
sequences of certain distributional assumptions and those which have 
potential for development of hypothesis testing for model assumptions. 
[Arnold etal, 1992] 
The only method of finding distribution function F(x) exactly, which 
avoids the subjective choice, is a characterization theorem. A theorem is 
on a characterization of a distribution function if it concludes that a set of 
conditions is satisfied by F(x) and only byF{x). 
A characterization can be of use in the construction of goodness-of-fit 
tests and in the examination of the consequences of modeling 
assumptions made by an applied scientist. For example, the independence 
of spacings of order statistics of a random sample from a continuous 
distribution implies the distribution function is exponential, and thus can 
be used to construct a goodness-of-fit test, even with a censored sample. 
[Arnold ef«/., 1998] 
Another important consequence of characterization theorem is that these 
results help us in better understanding the structures and implications of 
the choice of distribution for a special problem. With this in view, some 
distributions here are characterized through records, order statistics, 
generalized order statistics and dual generalized order statistics. 
Ferguson (1967) introduced the characterization of distributions based on 
the linearity of regression of adjacent order statistics 
E{Xr+i:n\Xr:n=x) and its dual E{Xr:n\X,+i,n=x), where Xr:n is 
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the r order statistic. Khan and Khan (1987) characterized Burr type XII 
distribution through Hnear regression for single order gap. 
Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) characterized a general class of distributions 
through conditional expectation of function of order statistics: 
E[h(Xf.+l.f^)\Xf..f^=x] = a h{x) + b 
and 
E[h(Xf..ji) I Xf+i-j^ =x] = ai h(x) + by 
where h{x) is a monotonic and differentiable function of x. 
Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) characterized the distributions by the 
regression of non-adjacent order statistics through the relation 
EiXf.^2:n ^ ^r.n =x) = ax + b. 
Characterization of distributions via linearity of regression of order 
statistics when gap is higher is considered by IChan and Ali (1987), 
Franco and Ruiz (1997), Lopez-Blazquez and Moreno-Rebollo (1997) 
and Dembiriska and Wesolowski (1998). Whereas Khan and Abouammoh 
(2000) extended the result of Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) and 
characterized the generalized form of distributions through higher order 
gap. 
For record values Nagaraja (1977) characterized continuous distributions 
by using the relation 
where Xj^ (^ ) is the /^ upper record statistic. Nagaraja (1988) also 
characterized distributions by means of 
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Franco and Ruiz (1996) obtained the distribution function F from the 
conditional expectations 
Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) extended the result of Nagaraja 
(1977) and characterized the distributions for double order gap. 
Gupta and Ahsanullah (2004) characterized distributions through 
conditional expectation of record values through 
^[^(^M(r+2))' ^M(r) =^'\ = Si^) 
where g{x) may be non-linear but differentiablew.r.r. x. 
Other characterizations results based on conditional expectations of non-
adjacent record values are given in Ahsanullah and Wesolowski (1998), 
Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000), Wu and Lee (2001), Athar et al. 
(2003) and Wu (2004) among others. 
Concept of generalized order statistics {gos) was given by Kamps 
(1995). Since many ordered variables like order statistics, record values 
and /:-record values are special cases of generalized order statistics, 
therefore characterization through generalized order statistics is of special 
interest. Keseling (1999) gave characterization of exponential distribution 
under the condition 
E[h[X{r + \,n,m,k) - X{r,n,m,k))\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = c 
where c is a constant. 
Ahsanullah and Raqab (2004) proved that the relation 
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E[h{X(r + 2,n,m,k))\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = g(x) 
uniquely determines the distribution functions. 
Further, Raqab and Abu-Lawi (2004) characterized some general form of 
continuous distributions based on conditional expectations, through the 
relation 
E[h{X{r + \,n,m,k))\ X{r,n,m,k) = x]- g(x) + c 
where h{.) and g(.) are real, continuous and strictly increasing functions. 
Khan and Alzaid (2004) characterized a general class of distribution 
F(x) = [ax + bf through linear regression of generalized order statistics 
using Rao and Shanbhag's (1994) result. They characterized the 
distributions by means of relation 
* * 
E[X(s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a x + b 
Khan et al. (2006) also characterized the distribution functions through 
the relation 
E [h{X {s,n,m,k)}\ X {r,n,m,k) = x] = gj ^ (x) 
and its dual 
E[h{X{r,n,m,k)} X(s,n,m,k) = x] = gj^ (x) 
The research work presented in this thesis is based on moments and their 
applications in statistics. This thesis is spread over in six chapters. In the 
end, a comprehensive bibliography is given which have been referred by 
us and are relevant to our work. 
Chapter I is introductory in nature. This chapter consists of those 
concepts and results like order statistics, record values, generalized order 
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Statistics and dual generalized order statistics, which are used in the 
subsequent chapters. Some continuous distributions, which have been 
characterized, are discussed as well. 
In Chapter II distributions of the form F{x) = l-e~^^^^'' have been 
characterized through conditional expectations of the difference of two 
order statistics and record values conditioned on non-adjacent 
ordered/record statistics. Also a relation between unconditional 
expectation and conditional expectation on (i) order statistics and (ii) 
records is used to characterize a family of distributions. In particular, it 
has been established that F{x) = 1 - ^"^^(^^ if and only if 
E[h{X,,^)-h{X,.J] + h{x) = E[KX,.J\X,.^=x],l<r<s<n 
and 
E[/i(Z,(,)) - /z( J,(,))]+ hix) = £[/i(X«(,)) I X^(,) = X] 
where Z^.„ is the s order statistic in a sample of size n and Xj^ (^ ) is 
the 5 upper record value from a continuous population. Some of its 
important deductions are also discussed. 
Chapter III is an extension of Chapter II in which we have considered 
generalized order statistics instead of order statistics and records. The 
results given in Chapter II are also deduced in this chapter from 
generalized order statistics. 
Chapter IV embodies the exact moments of generalized order statistics 
from the general form of distributions. F{x) = [axP +bf, which 
contains Burr XII distribution, Weibull distribution, power function 
distribution, Pareto distribution and exponential distribution as its 
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particular case. Some deductions for order statistics and upper record 
values are also discussed. Also, some numerical examples are given. 
Chapter V is based on the single and product moments and also 
recurrence relations of moments of dual generalized order statistics from 
power function distribution. Some deductions for order statistics and 
lower records are also discussed. Also, this chapter deals with the 
characterization of power function distribution through conditional 
expectation of dual generalized order statistics. More specifically it has 
been shown here that, for mi =mj =m,i,j = l,2,...,n-l, 
E[X* {s,n,m,k) IX * {r,n,m,k) =x]= a^if. x 
if and only if X has the distribution function 
where 
and X*{r,n,m,k) is the r dual generalized order statistics. 
Chapter VI is based on the recurrence relations for moments of order 
statistics when the continuous distribution function F{x) and the 
probability density function f{x) are functionally related as 
f{x) = axHFix)f[\-Fix)f 
VI 
Abstracts 
Results for various distributions are given by properly choosing 
parameters a, b, a and /3. Further, the distribution is characterized using 
these recurrence relations on moments. 
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Preface 
This thesis entitled "Moments and their Applications in Statistics" is 
based on six chapters, in which Chapter I is introductory in nature and 
deals with the basic concepts and results needed in the subsequent 
chapters. 
Chapter II deals with the characterization of a family of continuous 
probability distributions. These characterization results are based on the 
conditional expectations of the difference of two order statistics and 
record values conditioned on non-adjacent order statistics/records. Also a 
relation between the unconditional expectation and conditional 
expectation on order statistics and records is used to characterize a family 
of distributions. 
Chapter III contains results on characterization of the probability 
distributions through the conditional expectations of the difference of two 
generalized order statistics conditioned on a non-adjacent generalized 
order statistic. Also, some of its deductions are discussed. 
Chapter IV embodies the exact moments of generalized order statistics 
from a general form of distributions. F{x) = [ax^ +bf, which contains 
Burr XII distribution, Weibull distribution, power function distribution, 
Pareto distribution and exponential distribution as its particular cases. 
Chapter V is based on the single and product moments and also 
recurrence relations of moments of dual generalized order statistics from 
power function distribution. Further, the distribution is characterized by 
conditional moments of dual generalized order statistics. 
Preface 
Chapter VI contains results on recurrence relations for the moments of 
order statistics when the continuous distribution function F{x) and the 
probability density function f{x) are functionally related as 
f{x) = ax^[F{x)f[\-F{x)]l^ 
Results for various distributions are given by properly choosing 
parameters a,b,a and /3. Further, the distributions are characterized 
using these recurrence relations on moments. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography is given which have been 
referred by us and are relevant to our work. 
CHAPTER I 
Preliminaries and Basic Concepts 
We have given here concepts and results which may be needed in the 
grasping of the results in the subsequent Chapters. 
1. Order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
If random variables Xi,X2,"s^n are arranged in ascending order of 
magnitude such that Xj-^ <Z2:n-•" -^n:n ^^ en Z^.„ is called the 
th 
r order statistic. X .^^  = min {X\,X2,-'-,Xj^) and X„.„ = max 
(Xi,X2,---,X„) are called extreme order statistics or the smallest and 
the largest order statistics. The subject of order statistics deals with the 
properties and applications of these ordered random variables and of 
functions involving them (David and Nagaraja, 2003). Asymptotic theory 
of extremes and related developments of order statistics are well 
described in an applausive work of Galambos (1987). Also, references 
may be made to Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), Balakrishnan and Cohen 
(1991), Arnold et al. (1992) and the references therein. It is different from 
the rank order statistics in which the order of the value of observation 
rather than its magnitude is considered. It plays an important role both in 
model building and in statistical inference. 
For example: extreme values are important in oceanography (waves and 
tides), material strength (strength of a chain depends on the weakest link) 
and meteorology (extremes of temperature, pressure etc). 
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2. Distribution of order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
Let Xi,X2,---,^n be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
probability density function (pdf) f{x) and the distribution function (df) 
F{x). Then thepc?/"of Z^.„ , l < r < « , is given by 
fr,nix) =Cr.n [Fix)]'-^ [1 - F(x)f-'' f(x), - oo < ^ < oo (2.1) 
where 
( r - l ) ! (n - r ) ! 
In particular, thepJf of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
fl,^{x) = n[l-F(x)f-^f(x\ -oo<;c<oo (2.3) 
/„.^(x) = n[F(x)f-^f{x), -oo < X < CO (2.4) 
and the ^/ of X .^^  is 
F,.^{x)=P[X,.^ <x] 
- P (at least r of Xj, X2,..., X„ are less than or equal to x) 
n 
= 2]P(exactly / of Xi,X2,...,X„ are less than or equal to x) 
i=r 
= i M [ F ( x ) r [ l - F ( x ) f - ' ' (2.5) 
/=A ^  
F{x) 
= Cr.n I t'-\\-tf-'dt (2.6) 
0 
= I/7(;,)(r,n-r + l) (2.7) 
Preliminaries and basic concepts 
where 
1 F 
B{a,b) 0 
and B{a,b)=\t''~'^{\-tf~^dt 
0 
RHS of (2.7) is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and 
incomplete beta function. It may be expressed in negative binomial sums 
as (Khan, 1991). 
/=0 
']zl(n-l-i\ 
y r - \ J 
[F{x)i[1 - Fix)^'', - oo < jc < oo (2.8) 
.th The k moment of X .^^  is given by 
(2.9) 
The joint p^f of X^.„ and X .^^  ,\<r<s<n is given by 
fr,s:ni^^y)=Cr,s:n{nx)Y-\F{y)-F{x)Y ' ^f(x)f(y), 
- c o < j c < y <oo (2.10) 
where 
C n\ 
r,s:n {r-\)\{s-r-mn-s)\ 
=[B{r,s-r,n-s + \)] ^ (2.11) 
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Thejoint^fis 
P'r,s:n(x^y) = P(Xr:n^X^^s:n ^ >') 
= P(at least r of Xi,X2,—,X^ are at most x 
and at least 5 of Xi,X2,-;X^ are at most y) 
n j 
= ^ ^P(exactly/of Xi,Z2'---'^n ^^atmost jc 
j^s i=r 
and exactly j of Xi,X2,--, Xj^ are at mos y) 
= y y ± [F{x)r 
x[F(y)-F(x)]J-\l-F(y)f-J (2.12) 
We can write the joint df of X^.^ and Z .^„ in (2.12) equivalently as: 
, Fix)F{y) 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ ^ •' 
x{\-vf~'dvdu 
= ^F(x),F();)(^^-''''^"'^ + l)' -°^<x<y<^ (2.13) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that fox x>y 
Pr,s:ni^^y)-Ps:n{y) (2.14) 
Preliminaries and basic concepts 
The product moments of X .^„ and Z^.„ is given by 
4!;'^n = E[XJ,^ X^,^]= iJxJ y^f,^,,^{x,y)dxdy (2.15) 
Remarks: 
1. The ranking of random variables Xi,X2,...,X^ is preserved under 
any monotonic increasing transformation of the random variables. 
2. Regarding the probability integral transformation, if X^.„,l<r</2, 
be the order statistic from a continuous distribution F{x), then the 
transformation t/^.„ = F(X^.„) produces a random variable which is the 
r^ order statistic from a uniform distribution on (7(0, 1). 
3. Even if Zi,Z2,...,X„ are independent random variables, order 
statistics are not independent random variables. 
4. Let X|,X2,...,X„ be iid random variables from a continuous 
distribution, then the set of order statistics {Xi.„,X2;„,...,X„.„} is both 
sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 1986). 
5. Let X be a continuous random variable with E[Xj..j^ ] = «^.„, 
a) If a = E{X) exits then a^.y^ exists, but converse is not necessarily 
true. That is, a^.y^ may exist for certain (but not all) values of r, even 
though a does not exist. 
b) a^.y^ for all n determine the distribution completely. 
Preliminaries and basic concepts 
3. Conditional distribution of order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 
2003) 
Let Xi-j^ ^X2-n -'"-^n:n ^^ ^^ ^ order statistics from a continuous 
random variable having the pdf f{x), and the df F{x). 
Then the conditional p J/of X .^„ = J given X^.„=jc, l<r<s<n, is 
-rV (n-r) 
(s-r-mn-s)\ 
[Fiy)-F(x)f-'-^ll-F(y)f i-s 
[l-FU)]"-^ 
•fiy) x<y (3.1) 
= c s-r:n-r 
F(y)-F(x) 
l-F(x) 
-\s-r-lr 
1- F(y)-F{x) 
l-F(x) 
n-s fiy) 
1 - F(x) 
th 
which is just the unconditional pdfoi {s - r) order statistic in a sample 
of size {n-r) drawn from fiy) 
1 -F{x) 
distribution truncated on the left at x. 
Therefore, 
, y> x , that is from the parent 
tyX. yj^ ' ^ r:n ~ ^\~ ^\-^ s-r:n-r ' ^ s-r\n-r — -^ J (3.2) 
Similarly, the conditional pdf of X .^„ = A: given Xyj^=y ,\<r<s<n is 
(^-1)! [Fix)Y-\Fiy)-F{x)] ^s-r-\ 
{r-\)\is-r-\)\ \ny)] s-\ 
•fix) x<y (3.3) 
= C. r :s-l 
Fix) 
Fiy) 
r-l Fix) 
Fiy) 
5- r - l fix) 
Fiy) 
which is the unconditional/?^/of X^.g_i truncated at y on the right. 
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That is, 
Ei^r.n \^s:n=y'i = ^ l^-.s-l ' ^ r:s-\ ^ ^] (3-4) 
Therefore (Khan and Beg. 1987), 
E[X^,^\X^_^,^=y] = E[X\X>y] (3.5) 
and 
E[Xi,n\^2:n=y] = E[X\X<y] (3.6) 
In the following, we will relate the conditional distribution of order 
statistics (conditioned on another order statistic) to the distribution of 
order statistics from a population whose distribution is truncated from the 
original population distribution F{x). 
Statement 3.1: (David and Nagaraja, 2003) Let Xi,X2,--,X^ be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with the 
df F{x) and let X .^^  < X2;„ <...< X„:„ denote the order statistics 
obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^.^, 
th 
given that X^.j^^y for 5 > r, is the same as the distribution of the r 
order statistic obtained from a sample of size {s -1) from a population 
whose distribution is truncated on the right at >'. 
Statement 3.2: (David and Nagaraja, 2003) Let Xi,X2,...,X^ be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with the 
dfF{x) and thepdf f{x), and let Xi.„ < X2:n ^ -^^n in denote the 
order statistics obtained from this sample. Then the conditional 
distribution of X^.„, given that X .^„ =x for r<^ , is the same as the 
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distribution of the (s - r)^ order statistic obtained from a sample of size 
{n - r) from a population whose distribution is truncated on the left at x. 
Statement 3.3: (David and Nagaraja, 2003) Let Xi,X2>-"'-^n be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with the df 
F{x) and the pdf f{x) and let X^.^ < X2-_n ^-.^ Xy^.^ denote the order 
statistics obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of 
X .^„ given that X .^„ = jc and Xy^ .„ = z for 1 < r < ^  < /: < n, is the same 
th 
as the distribution of the {s - r) order statistic obtained from a sample 
of size {k-r~\) from a population whose distribution is truncated on the 
left at X and on the right at z. 
Remark 3.1: Statement 3.1 follows from Statement 3.3 by replacing k 
with n + \ with the convention ^ = ^ ,i+l:n-y^' where /? is the upper 
range of X, F{J3) = \. 
Remark 3.2: Statement 3.2 follows from Statement 3.3 by letting r = 0 
with the convention x = XQ.J^ = a (lower limit). 
Remark 3.3: Order statistics in a sample from a continuous distribution 
form a Markov chain, that is 
J\^k:n '^l:n — ^h---iXj-\n ~ ^r'l---^s:n ~ ^s'>---^n:n ~-^n) 
~ Jy^t.n ^^r:n ~-^r' ^s:n ~ ^s) 
Therefore, because of the Markovian properties of order statistics, it is of 
no use to condition it on more than two order statistics. 
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4. Record values and record times 
It is difficult to separate the theory of records from the theory of order 
statistics. Records are closely related to the extremal order statistics. 
Suppose that Xi,X2,"-,X„ is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with the df F(x). Let 
7„ =max (Xi,Z2,-",-^n) ^^ ^ n>l. We say Xj is an upper record 
values of Xfi,n>l, if Yj >Yj_i, y>l . An analogous definition deals 
with lower record values. One can transform the upper record by 
replacing the original sequence of {Xj) by {-X;, j>V) or if 
1 
P(Xi>0) = \ for all / by < 
Xi 
, /> l , the lower record value of this 
sequence will correspond to the upper record values of the original 
sequence (Ahsanullah, 1995). 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record 
th 
times («(^)}, n>0. That is Xj^ („) is the n upper record, where 
u{n) = Tmn{j>u{n-V): Xj>Xn^yi_l^, n>l} and w(l) = l. The 
distribution of u{n), n>l does not depend on F. Further, we will 
denote l{n) as the indices where the lower record values occur. By 
assumption u(l) = l{\) = l. The distribution of l{n) also does not depend 
on F. 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in 
many statistical applications. Often we are interested in observing new 
records and in recording them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in 
sports. 
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Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. 
It may also be helpful as a model for successively largest insurance 
claims in non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest 
temperatures. Record values are also useful in reliability theory. 
Let R{x) be a continuous function of x with R{x) = -\nF{x), 
0<F{x)<l and F(x) = l-F(x). Here 'In' is used for the natural 
logarithm. 
If we define F^{x) as the distribution function of Xj^ (^ ) for r > l , then 
we have (Ahsanullah, 1995), 
F,ix) = P[X^^,^<x] (4.1) 
The pdf of X (^^ ) is 
fri^) = ^ —^f(x)^ -oo<x<oo (4.2) 
(r-1)! 
The joint pJf of Xj^ (^ ) and X^^f^^) is 
' ' ' (r-1)! {s-r-l)\ 
-oo<x<y<oo. (4.3) 
where 
r{x) =—Rix) = ^^^^ , 0 < Fix) < 1 
dx i-F{x) 
and r{x) is known as hazard rate. 
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Hence the conditional/?<#"of Xj^(^) given X^^^) =-^ is 
fr,six^y) 
f(^u(s) I^M(r) -•^) / r W 
[R{y)-R{x)f-''-^ f{y) 
^•^ •' -^ oc<Xi<Xj<oo, (4.4) {s-r-iy. l-Fix) 
th 
The marginal pdf of the r lower record value can be obtained by using 
th 
the pdf of the r upper record value by replacing R{x) with 
//(jc) = -lnF(;c),0<F(jc)<l 
X r—1 
P(X^(,)<x)= f^^(^)) dF{u) (4.5) 
J ( r - 1 ) ! 
and the corresponding pdf fj. {x) can be written as 
fr{x) = ^^^^^f{x). (4.6) 
(r-1)! 
The joint p4f of ^l{r) ^^^ ^l{s) ^^ 
fr,si^^y) = — 77. } 77, Kx)f{y), 
(r-1)! (5 - r -1 ) ! 
-oo<y <X<oo (4.7) 
where h{x) = H{x) 
dx 
11 
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5. k- Records (Dziubdziela and Kopocinski, 1976) 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as 'outlier' and 
hence second or third largest values are of special interest. Insurance 
claims in some non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
Let {X^,n>l} be a sequence of independent identically distributed 
random variables with a continuous distribution function F(x) and the 
probability density function f(x). For a fix fc > 1, we define the sequence 
M^^ (^l), u'^\l), •••of k^^ upper record times as follows: 
and for n = 2, 3'--
are called k^ record times and the quantities X (;), . (it). .,,_•, 
th 
which is denoted by X dt), ,, ne A^  are called k record values or 
it-records. We can obtain ordinary record values at A; = 1. 
The joint density of the ^-records X (^k)(..,---,X (^ t). . is given 
as 
^^.«,„-^.<«(,<^"--'^^='' lF(Xr)f--^ fix,) (5.1) 
and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given 
by 
/ X m W = ~ ^ [ « W r ' [ f W ] ' " ' / W (5.2) 
12 
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and 
^X a, W = 1-[^W] E - [ ^ ^ W ] ^ - (5.3) 
6. Generalized order statistics 
Kamps (1995) introduced the concept of generalized order statistics (gos) 
as follows: 
Let Zj,X2»"" be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
{iid) random variable (rv) with the df F{x) and the pdf f(x). Let 
n-1 
neN, n>2, k>0, m = (mi,m2,---,m„_i)e 9t"~ , M^=^mj, such 
j=r 
that y^. =k + n-r + Mf. >0 for all re {l,2,--',n-l}. Then X(r,n,m,k), 
r = l,2,-'-,n are called gos if their joint pdf is given by 
k-i n-1 l[[F{x)]^if{Xi)[F{x^)f-'f{x^) (6.1) 
j = l 
onthecone F~\o+)<xi<X2<---<Xn <F \\) of 9^". 
Choosing the parameters appropriately (Cramer, 2002), we get: 
13 
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i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
V) 
Table 1.1: 
Sequential 
order 
statistics 
Ordinary 
order 
statistics 
Record 
values 
Progressively 
type II 
censored 
order 
statistics 
Pfeifer's 
record values 
Variants of the generalized order statistics 
7n=k 
a^ 
1 
1 
R^ + l 
Pn 
Tr 
(n-r + l)a^ 
n-r + l 
1 
n 
Pr 
nif. 
(Tr - 7r+l -
0 
-1 
Rr 
iPr-Pr+l 
1) 
-1) 
The joint density of the first r gos is given by 
/x(l,n,m,A:),---,X(r,n,m,^)(^l'^2'*""'-^r) 
(r-l 
= c r - l 
V J = 1 
[F{x,)f^''-'''-^r-^fiXr) (6.2) 
on the cone F ^{0+)<xi<X2<--'<Xfi<F \ l ) . 
Also, we can define gos as follows: (Cramer, 2002 and Burkschat et al, 
2003) 
Let Bj, \<j<n, be independent random variables having beta 
Beta{rj,\) distribution with the 4/" P(fi^ - <t) = t^\ te[0,l] 
14 
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Then it can be seen that 
X(r,n,m,k)~F~^{l-W,), r = l,2,--;n. 
r 
where W^ = Y\Bj 
Here we may consider two cases: 
Case I: mj =m2=-- •= ^^-1 ~ ^ 
Casell: 7i=^yj, i,j = \,2,---,n-l, it j 
th 
For Case I, the marginal density of the r gos is given by (Kamps, 
1995) 
fxir,n,m,k) (^) = T T ^ t ^ W]^^ "^ / ( ^ ) Sm'^ (^ W ) (6-3) (r-1) 
and the joint pJ/of Z(r,n,m,/:) and X(s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
fx{r,n,m,k),Xis,n,m,k)(^^y) 
^'-^ .[Fixr gl;\F{x)) {r-\)\{s-r-\)\ 
x[h„,{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-\F{y)V^-^f{x)f{y), (6.4) 
where F{x) = \-F{x), C , _ i = [ ] ^ / ' 
yi =/: + (n-/)(m + l), 
15 
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^ a-xr^\m^~i 
-log(l-jc) ,m = -l 
and 
8m(^)=^(^-0'^dt = h^{x)-h^{0),xem). 
The conditional pJ/of X{s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, \<r<s<n 
is given by 
fx{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)(y^^) 
Cs-l [hminy))-hmiF{x))r-'-\Fiy)f^-^f(y) 
{s-r-\)\Cr-i [Fix)] r,+i 
x<y (6.5) 
and the conditional pdf of X{r,n,m,k) given X(s,n,m,k) = y, 
l<r<s<n is 
fx{r,n,m,k)\X{s,n,m,k)(^h)-
(•y-l)!(m + l) 
{r-\)\(s-r-l)\ 
jF(x)f [i-(F(x)r+^]^-k(F(x))"+^ -(F(y)r-^^r^-^ ^ ^^^^^^  
n-iFiy))'^''^]''^ 
x<y (6.6) 
For Case II, the pdf of X{r,n,m,k) is (Kamps and Cramer, 2001) 
Yi-^ (6.7) 
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and the joint pdf of X{r,n,m,k) and X{s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
s .. rF(,)V.-fxir,n,m,k),X(s,n,m,k)(^^y) = Cs-l S « / C'^ ) 
v^Wy 
X Y,aiir){Fix)fi m f(y) 
Fix) F{y) 
(6.8) 
where C'^-i=f][7'/ , yi=k + n-i + Mi, 
a i^^^'HV- ~^ l<i<r<n, i^j j=iirj-ri) 
j*i 
s 1 
and ai(s)= Y\ ,r + l<i<s<n, ii^ j 
j^i 
Thus, the conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, 
l<r<s<n is given by 
fxis,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)(y^^) 
^s-l <r .('-), 
c 
l<\s) 
r-^ i=r+l 
Fjy) 
Fix) 
Yi fjy) 
[Fiy)] x<y 
(6.9) 
and the conditional pdf of Xir,n,m,k) given Xis,n,m,k) = y, 
\<r<s<n is given by 
17 
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fxir,n,m,k)\Xis,n,m,k)(^h) 
s . , rp^y^^Vi 
i-r+l F(x) 
t^i(r)[F(x)fi\iM 
U=l 
7. Dual generalized order statistics 
The pdf of the dual generalized order statistics (dgos) X *{r,n,m,k) is 
obtained by replacing \-F{x) with F{x). 
Case I: m^  = mi =...= ^ n-\ ~ ^ 
Its joint/7^/is (Burkschat ef a/., 2003) 
= k 
fn-l ^ n-\ 
ll^F{Xj)rf(Xj) [^(^„)]^~V(^„) (7.1) 
for F"^(l)>;ci>X2>--->;c„>F ^0) 
The joint density function of X'^(r,n,m,k) and X*is,n,m,k) dgos is 
/ x *{r,n,m,k), X *{s,n,m,k) (^' y) 
c s-\ m 
( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! [F(x)r'7(^) 
X g'r,;^ [Fix)] [h^ (Fiy)) - h^ {F{x))r'-^ [F{y)p '^ f{y). 
x>y, (7.2) 
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where 
h^{x) 
1 m+1 
X , 
m + 1 
-logx, 
m ^ - 1 
m = - l 
(7.3) 
gmW = ^mW-^m(l)' ^^ [0,1). (7.4) 
r/i 
and the density function of the r dgos is given by 
fx*ir,n,m,k)(^) 
c lJIL[FU\^rr-K^-'^ 
(r-1)! [ /^Wl '^^m (^W)/W- (7.5) 
CaseII: y^ t yj, i^ j 
y -
i=\ 
(7.6) 
/=r+l 
F{y) 
Fix) 
X 
^ ' F(x)F( j ) i=l 
(7.7) 
where 
(7.8) 
/ T 1 (7.9) 
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s 1 
and ai''''\s)= TT , r + l<i<s<n,i^j. (7.10) 
jtr\i(rj-ri) 
We can also define the dgos as follows: 
Let Bj, l< j<n, be independent random variables having beta 
Betaiyj, 1) distribution with the df P (Bj <t) = t^^, ts [0,1], then 
X*(r,n,m,k)~F~\Wj.) (7.11) 
r 
where W^ = HBJ 
For m = 0 and k = l, dgos reduces to order statistics and for m = - 1 , it 
reduces to lower record values. 
8. Some continuous distributions 
Let the pdf of a continuous random variable be f(x) and the distribution 
function F{x), then for the various distributions, we have 
L WeibuU Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a WeibuU distribution if its pdf is 
given by: 
fix) = epxP~^e~^''\ 0<x<oo; e>0, p>0 
and the df is given by 
Fix) = l-e~^''\ 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
20 
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Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality control. The 
distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of strict 
randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is sometimes 
used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal response data. 
If we put p = l in Weibull distribution, we get the pdf of exponential 
distribution. 
If we put p = 2, it gives the pdf of Rayleigh distribution. 
If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of Y = -plog — is 
yaj 
f(y) = e-ye-'~' 
which is a form of an extreme value distribution. 
II. Exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution if its 
pdf is given by 
/(;c) = 6'e~^'',0<j<oo; e>0 
and the df is given by 
The exponential distribution plays an important role in describing a large 
class of phenomena particularly in the area of reliability theory. The 
exponential distribution has many other appUcations. In fact, whenever a 
continuous random variable X assuming non-negative values satisfies 
the assumption, 
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P{X >s + t\X >s) = PiX >t) for £i]\ s andr, 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particulariy a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
III. Pareto distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution if its 
probability density function f{x) and distribution function F(x) are of 
the form given below: 
f(x) = pZPx~^P^'^\ A<JC<oo; Z,p>0 
F(x) = l-APx~P,A<x<oo- A,/?>0 
Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city population 
sizes, personal income etc. 
IV. Power function distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution if its 
pdf and the df are of the form given below: 
f{x) = prPxP~\ 0<x<A; Ji,p>0 
F{x) = X~PxP, 0<x</ l ; /l,p>0 
The power function distribution is used to approximate representation of 
the lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower 
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bound. It may be noted that if X has a power function distribution, then 
1 
Y = — has a Pareto distribution. 
X 
V. Beta distribution 
a) Beta distribution of the first kind 
A random variable X is said to have the beta distribution of first kind if 
its pdf is of the form 
f(x) = --^xP-\\-xf-\ 0 < x < l , p,q>0 
B{p,q) 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
uniform distribution. Suppose X .^„ is an ordered sample from 17(0, 1), 
then X .^,j is distributed as 5(r, n - r + 1). The standard uniform 
distribution f/(0,1) is the special case of beta distribution of first kind 
obtained by putting the exponents p and q equal to 1. If <7 = 1, the 
distribution reduces to power function distribution. 
b) Beta distribution of the second kind 
The continuous random variable X which is distributed according to 
probability law: 
1 P~^ f{x) = , p,q>0,0<x<^ 
is known as a beta variate of the second kind with parameters p md q. 
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Beta distribution of second kind reduces to beta distribution of first kind 
if we replace 1 + x by —. 
y 
The beta distribution is one of the most frequently employed distributions 
to fit theoretical distributions. Beta distribution may be applied directly 
to the analysis of Markov processes with "uncertain" transition 
probabilities. 
VI. Burr distribution 
Let X be a continuous random variable, then different forms of 
cumulative distribution function of X are listed in Johnson et al. (1994). 
But here we have included only those distributions which have been used 
in the subsequent chapters: 
TypeIX F{x) = \ , -oo<x<oo 
c[(l + e ' ' )^-l] + 2 
Type XII F(x) = l-il + x')~'',0<x<<^ 
where k and c are positive parameters. 
Special attention is given to type XII, whose pdf is given as: 
f{x) = kcx''\l + x'y^^^^\ 0<JC<oo; k,C>0 
This distribution is frequendy used for the purpose of graduation and in 
reliability theory. At c = 1, it is called Lomax distribution whereas at 
it = 1, it is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
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VII. Logistic distribution 
A random variable X is said to have logistic distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
/ l W = ^ , - o o < ; t < o o 
and the df is given by 
Fix) = \-(\ + e^) \ -oo<x<oo 
with F(x){\-F(x)) = f{x) 
VIII. Generalized log logistic distribution (GLL) 
Singh (1989) suggested a generalized log logistic (GLL) distribution, 
which a natural extension of the log logistic distribution in modeling data 
of lung and other cancers. He also demonstrated the flexibility of the 
GLL modal in fitting lung cancer survival data. 
A random variable X is said to have GLL if its pdf is given by 
e ^ 
' mi ^ '• 
fix) \^2j 
x^ 
(7B{mi,m2) J_ 
[l + (mi/m2)(e~^x)^r^"'2 
and the df is given by 
F(jc) = l + exp[-{y^ + orlog(;:)}] ^ 
where 
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a = — and J3 =-— + log 
<7 (7 
Note that at mj = m2 = 1, GLL becomes the log-logistic distribution. For 
more detail, the reader is referred to Adeyemi and Oja (2004). 
IX. Extreme value distribution 
A random variable X is said to have Extreme value distribution of type I 
if its pdf is given by 
f{x) = e^exp[-e^] -oo<jc<oo 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = l-exp[-e^] -OO<J<CXD 
and a random variable X is said to have Extreme value distribution of 
type II (Inverse Weibull distribution) if its pdf is given by 
f{x) = pePx-^P^^^e 0<JC<oo 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = e 
^e^ 
-p \^J 0 < J :<OO 
The Extreme value distribution is applied very much in natural 
phenomenon such as rain fall, floods, wind gusts, and air pollution. If we 
put p = l in Inverse Weibull distribution, we get the pdf of reflected 
exponential distribution. 
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X. Gompertz distribution 
A random variable X is said to have Gompertz distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
f{x) = Aexp 
and the df is given by 
jUx--(e^'-\) 
jU 
x>0,A,ju>0, 
X 
F(jc) = l-exp[—{e^"" -m, jc>0,/l,/^>0 
The Gompertz model was formulated to fit mortality tables (Gompertz, 
1825). It has been used as a growth model and also can be used to fit 
tumor growth. Applications and more recent survey on the Gompertz 
distribution are given by Al-Hussaini et al. (2000). 
XI. Uniform distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a uniform distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
f{x) = ~ - . P<x<X 
and the df is given by 
F{x)^j^;l3<x<X 
The standard uniform distribution t/(0,1) is obtained by putting y^  = 0 
and X = \. It is to be noted that every distribution function F{X) follows 
uniform distribution (7(0,1). This distribution is used in "rounding off 
errors, probability integral transformation, random number generation, 
traffic flow, generation of normal, exponential distribution etc. 
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Characterization of Probability Distributions through Order 
Statistics and Record Values 
1. Introduction 
A family of continuous probability distributions has been characterized 
through the difference of two conditional expectations of order statistics 
and records, conditioned on a non-adjacent order and record statistics 
respectively. Also a relation between the unconditional expectation and 
conditional expectation on order statistics and records is used to 
characterize a family of distributions. Further, some of its deductions are 
also discussed. 
2. Characterization theorems based on order statistics 
Let Xi,X2,---,Xf^ be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population having the probabihty density function (pdf) f{x) and the 
distribution function (dj) F{x) and let Xj.^ ^ ^2:n -"'-^n:n ^^ ^^^ 
corresponding order statistics. Then the conditional pdf of X^.^ given 
Xf..f^= X, l<r <s<n, is (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
(n-ry. 
(s-r-mn-sy. 
[ny)-fwr-'[i-F(._)r^(^) .< , (2.1) 
[l-F(x)Y -r 
Conditional moments of order statistics are extensively used in 
characterizing the probabihty distributions. Various approaches are 
Part of the results of this chapter is contained in Khan et al. (2009b) and Khan et al. (2009c). 
Characterization of probability distributions through order statistics and record... 
available in the literature. For a detailed survey one may refer to 
Ferguson (1967), Nagaraja (1988), Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) and Khan 
and Abouammoh (2000) amongst others. In this section, a general class 
of distribution 
F{x)=l-e~''^^''\ai^O (2.2) 
has been characterized through expectation of function of order statistics. 
It may be noted that for the df in (2.2), 
l-Fix) = - ^ (2.3) 
ah {x) 
Theorem 2.1: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with 
the df F{x) and the pdf f{x) in the interval {oc,J3), where a and p 
may be finite or infinite, then f o r l < m < r < 5 ' < n , 
E[h{X,,^)-h{X,.^^)\X^,^=x]=-'Y^--^ (2.4) 
a • in-J) 
if and only if 
F(x)=l-e"^^( '^\a^O (2.5) 
where h{x) is a monotonic and differentiable function of x such that 
h{x)-^0 as jc->ctf and h{x){l-F{x)}-^0 as x-^ j3. 
Proof: First we will prove (2.5) implies (2.4). It can be seen (Khan et ai, 
1983)thatforl<r<5<n, 
E[hiX,,^)-h{X,_y^^)\X,.n=^] 
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^ n-r ^ 1 
ys-r-lj [l-F(x)] n-r 
X fh\y)[F(y) - F(;c)]^-'"-^[l - F(y)f-'^^dy 
Therefore, forl<m<r<s<n. 
E[h{Xs:n)-hiXr:n)\ X^.^ = x] 
s-r-l 
/=0 
^ ^ I n — fn\ 1 
= s n-m [1-FW] n-m 
f > ^ , ' %f\{{y)\F{^y)-F{x)\J-'^\\-F{y)f Uy 
JX 
1 ^~^ 1 
= — ^ , in view of (2.3) 
a . in- i) j=r^ J^ 
This proves the necessary part. 
To prove the sufficiency part, let c = — ^ 1^^^ 1 
a . in-i) 
Then 
E[h{X,,^)-h{Xr:n)\^m:n=^'\ = c 
implies 
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{n-m)\ fy^w, xrz7/ N 77/ M ^ - m - l f h{y)[F{y) - Fix)]'-"^-^ [1 - F{y)f-' f(y) dy 
{s-m-l)\{n-sy. •'•^  
( n - m ) ! rfi.. , ^ ^ , , ^ , , ^ r -m- l 
fM}')[F(}^)-/^W]' 
•'X 
X [1 - F(3;)]"-7(3;)^j = c[l - F W f ""^  (2.6) 
Differentiating (2.6) (r-m) times w.r.?. jc, we have 
/^^^/^(J)-/^^)]' ( j - r - l ) ! ( / i - 5 ) ! •'•^  
x[l - F{y)T-'f{y)dy = [Kx) + c}[l - F{x)f-' (2.7) 
Integrating LHS of (2.7) by parts and simplifying, we get 
f/^(}')[/^(}')-/^W]' 
•x (5-r-2)!(n-5 + l)!-'-^  
>i[\-F{y)r'^'f{y)dy+ ^" '^' 
(5-r-l)!(n-5 + l)! 
X fh\y){F{y) - F{x)f-'-\\ - F(y)f "^ ^^ dy 
:3{/i(x) + cl[l-F(x)f- ' ' (2.8) 
From (2.7) and (2.8) it follows that 
^ ' ; ; ^ ' , , f /^• (^)[F(y)-F( . ) ] - - l [ l - F(^)]"-+l dy 
+ {/i(x) + q} [1 - F{x)f-' = {hix) + c}[\- Fix)f-' 
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where 
l^-I 
l^v^? 1 
a . (n- /•) 
That is, 
V\-F{x)f-' {n-r)\ 
a{n-s + X) ( 5 - r - l ) ! (n -^ + l)! 
Differentiating is - r) times again both the sides w.r.? x, we get 
fix) 
h\x)[\-F{x)] = 
a 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark: At r = m,v/e have 
l'^ 1 
E[h{X,,„)\X,.,,=x] = h{x) + -Y,^ ., 
a j^^in - J) 
if and only if \-F{x) = e''''^^''^ as obtained by Khan and Ali (1987), 
Khan and Abu-Salih (1989), Wu and Ouyang (1996), Franco and Ruiz 
(1995, 1997), Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997), Dembihska and 
Wesolowski (1998) and Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
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Theorem 2.2: Under the condition given in Theorem 2.1 and for 
l<r <s<n, 
E[h(X,,^)-h(X,.^)] + hix) = E[h{X,,J\X,.^=x] (2.9) 
if and only if 
F{x) = l-e~''^'^''\ a^O (2.10) 
Proof: First we shall prove (2.10) implies (2.9). It can be proved on the 
lines of Theorem 2.1 that for 1 < r < 5' < n, 
E[h(X,,^)-h{X,_i,^)] 
^ " 1 f > ^ , . . fh\x) [F{x)Y~\l-F{x)f~'^^dx 
Therefore, 
E[h{X,,^)-h{X,,^)] = - Y - ^ 
a (n-j) 
Also it can be seen (see the Remark) that 
£[ / l (X, ;J iX, .„=X]=/ l (x)+-X7^ 
and hence the necessary part. 
For the sufficiency part, we have 
(n-r ) ! 
E\h{X,,^)-h{X,,^)\^h{x)^ {s--r-\)\{n-s)\F{x)f ' 
X Th{^W{y)-F{x)r'-\\-F{y)f-' j{y)dy (2.11) 
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Integrating R.H.S of (2.11) by parts, we have 
{n-r)l 
E[h{X,,^)-hiX,.^)] + h{x) = 
(s-r-2)\in-s + l)l[F(x)f~' 
X fhiy) [F{y) - F{x)f-'-\l - F{y)f-'^^ fiy)dy 
(n-r ) ! 
{s-r-l)\{n-s + mF{x)f~'' 
X fh'iyWiy) - F{x)r'-\\ - F{y)f-'^^ dy (2.12) 
Thus from (2.11) and (2.12), we have 
[F{x)f-'E[h{X,,^)-h{X,_^,^)] ^"^ ''^• 
{s-r-l)\{n-s + \)\ 
X fh\y)[F{y) - F{x)r'-\\ - F{y)f-'^^ dy 
or, 
V 
[F(jc)f-^ " fh\y){F{y)Y-\\-F{y)f-'^Uy 
\S-\) ^GC 
{n-r)\ r ^ , , , „ -^ , . r7r,.^^s-r-\ 
{s-r-\)\{n-s-V\)\ ^x 
fh\y)[F{y)-F{x)f 
x[l-F{y)r-'^^dy (2.13) 
Differentiating (2.13) (5 - r) times w. r.t. x, we have 
\' 
\\j>(y)[F(,)r^[i-^(y)]-^^^y-7;;^":; 
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or, 
-^^ fh'(y)[F(y)r\l - F(y)r'^' dy 
-l)\(n-s)\ ^ {s-\)\{n-s) 
h\x)[F{x)] 
fix) (2.14) 
L.H.S. of (2.14) is independent of x, and let it be - then (2.14) can be 
a 
written as 
h\x)F{x) _ 1 
fix) a (2.15) 
This proves the Theorem. 
Table 2.1: Examples based on the distribution F{x) = l-e ^^^^^ 
Distribution 
Exponential 
Weibull 
Pareto 
Lomax 
Fix) 
0<X<CXD 
0 < JC<oo 
1- fx] 
-e 
JI<X<OO 
1-(1+JC)"^ 
0 < X < o o 
a 
6 
e 
e 
k 
h{x) 
X 
xP 
log f - 1 
log(l + x) 
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Gompertz 
Beta of I 
Beta of II 
Extreme value I 
Log logistic 
Burr Type IX 
Burr Type XII 
l -exp[—(e^^ ' - l )] 
M 
0<JC<oo 
0 < x < l 
l - ( l + x)~^ 
0 < X < o o 
l -exp[-e^] 
— oo < X<°° 
i-a+jc"^)"^ 
0 < X < o o 
1- c{(l + e ^ / - l } ^ ^ 
2 
- o o < X < oo 
-1 
0 < A ; < O O 
-e 
1 
1 
1 
1 
k 
e ^ ^ - 1 
log(l-x) 
log(l + x) 
e^ 
log(l + / ) 
log c{(l + e^)^- l} ^ 
2 
l o g ( l + / ) 
3. Characterization theorems based on record statistics 
Let {X„,«>1} be a sequence of independent, identically distributed 
continuous random variables with the distribution function {df) F{x) and 
th 
the probability density function (pdf) f{x). Let X„(^) be the s upper 
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record value, then the conditional pdf of Xj^(^) given 
Zj< (r) = X, 1 < r < j ' is (Ahsanullah, 1995) 
f(X,^s)^Xu(r)=^) = -f7^[-^nF{y) + \nF{x)r'-^^ (3.1) 
r{s-r) F{x) 
where F{x) = \-F(x) 
Lee (2001) has shown that £'[^M(n+i)-^M(n)'^M(m)-)'] = "" "^*^  
2 
E[Xu(n+2) - ^M(n)' ^u(m) = j ] = - , « > 0, « > m +1 if and only if the 
a 
distribution is exponential. Further Lee et al. (2002) have extended it and 
3 
showed that ^[^M(/ I+3)-^M(n) '^^(m) = )'] = - ^nd 
4 
E[Xu{n+4) - ^M(n)' ^uim) = .v] = - , A > 0 , n > m + 1 , if and only if the 
distribution is exponential. We have extended their results in a rather very 
simple way and established that 
(s-r) £[/z(X^(,))-/z(Z^(^))IX^(^)=x] = if and only if 
F(x)=e~^^^^\ a>0, where h{x) is a monotonic and differentiable 
function of x and r>m. Further it has also been shown that 
£:[MX,(,)) - /i(x^(,))]+h{x) = £[MX.(5)) I Xuir) = ^] 
if and only if the 4/" is 
F{x)=e-''^^'\ a>0 (3.2) 
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Theorem 3.1: Under the conditions as given in Theorem 2.1 and for 
m<r<s 
^ [ ^ ( ^ M ( 5 ) ) - ^(^M(r)) I Xu{m) =X]^ (3-3) 
if and only if 
F(;c)=e~^^^^\ a>0. (3.4) 
Proof: We have 
E[h{X^(^s))- KXu(r))^ ^a(m) = ^1 
= - - ^ f hiy)[-lnF{y) + lnF{x)r-"'-^^dy 
r(s-m)''^ F{x) 
- - J — - fh(y) [-In F{y) + In F{x)r^-^§^dy (3.5) 
r ( r - m ) * Fix) 
Now it is easy to see that (3.4) implies (3.3) (Athar et al, 2003) 
(s-r) 
For sufficiency part, let c* = , then 
a 
f h{y){-\xiF{y) + \nF{x)f-'^-^ f{y)dy 
T{s-m) •'•^  
-^^ . fh{y){-\nF{y)-v\nF{x)Y-'^-^f{y)dy = c^F{x) (3.6) 
r ( r -m) •'•^  
Differentiating (r - m) times both the sides of (3.6) w.r.t. x, we get 
- ^ f / i ( ) ; ) [ - l n F ( ) ; ) + lnF(x)r- ' ' -^ |^^} '=/z(x) + c* (3.7) 
r{s-r)''x F{x) 
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Integrating LHS of (3.7) by parts and simplifying, we have 
1 ^P 
1 f y ^ , . ' 
fh(y)[-\nF(y) + \nF(x)r-'-^f(y)dy 
+ • f h\y)[-\nF{y) + \nFix)Y-'-^ F(y)dy 
Jx r{s-r){F{x))'x 
= h(x) + c* (3.8) 
This in view of (3.7), reduces to 
— ^ fh\y)[-InF{y) + InFix)]'-'-^ F{y)dy =(F(x)) (3.9) 
r (5 - r ) •'•^  
Differentiating (3.9) again (5 - r) times w.r.t. x, we obtain 
ah\x)F(x)=f(x) 
and hence the result. 
Remark 3.1: At s = r + \, s-r + 2, c-- and h{x) = j , we get the 
a 
results as obtained by Lee (2001). 
Remark3.2: At s-r^Z, s=•r-\-^, c-— and h{x) = x this reduces to 
a 
the results obtained by Lee et al. (2002). 
(s — r) Remark3.3: At r = m, E[h{X^(s))^Xj^(^\=x] = h{x) + if and 
only if F{x) =-e ~ "^^^ ,^ a > 0, as obtained by Nagaraja (1988), Franco 
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and Ruiz (1996, 1997), Ahsanullah and Wesolowski (1998), Dembinska 
and Wesolowski (2000) and Athar et al. (2003). 
Theorem 3.2: Under the conditions as given in Theorem 2.1 and for 
l < r < ^ 
£[^(X,(,)) - MX,(,))]+ h{x) = £[/i(X,(,)) I J , ( , ) =x] (3.10) 
if and only if 
F(jc)=e~^^(^\ a>0. (3.11) 
Proof: It is easy to see that (3.11) impHes (3.10) and hence the necessary 
part. 
For sufficiency part we have, 
£[KX^(,))-/2(X,(,))]+M^) 
= — ^ f hiy)[-\nFiy) + \nF(x)Y-'-^ ^dy (3.12) 
r{s-r) ^x F{x) 
Integrating R.H.S. of (3.12) by parts we have 
E[/i(X,(,))-/i(X,(,))]+/i(x) 
1 fy^/.,.xr , „ F . , . ^ , , . F . „ ^ - , 5 - r - 2 f h{yn-\nF{y) + lnF(x)r-'-^ fiy)dy 
Jx 
+ • 
r{s-r-\){F(x))'^ 
1 f ^ , ' / , . x r i „ F . , . x , , . F . . , M 5 - r - l ^ , 
ns-r){F{x))'x 
In view of (3.12) and (3.13), we have 
f h\y)[-\nF{y) + \nFix)r-'-^ F{y)dy (3.13) 
Jx 
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£[/z(X,(,))-/i(Z,(,_i))]F(x) 
= —^fh\y)[-\nF{y) + \nF(x)Y-'-^F(y)dy (3.14) 
1 ( 5 ' - r ) -'^ 
Since E[h(Xj^rg\)-h{Xii(s_l))]=— is independent of x, (3.14) can be 
a 
written as 
---^fh\y)[-lnF{y) + \nFix)f-'-^F{y)dy=F{x) (3.15) 
r(s-r) •'•^  
Differentiate (3.15) {s- r) times w.r.t. x, to get 
ah (x) 
and hence the Theorem. 
With proper choice of a and h{x) we get characterizing results for 
distributions as given in Table 2.1. 
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CHAPTER III 
Characterization of Probability Distributions through 
Generalized Order Statistics 
1. Introduction 
Characterization of the probabihty distributions through Conditional 
expectations of generaUzed order statistics conditioned on adjacent and 
non-adjacent are available in the literature. For a detailed survey one may 
refer to Khan and Alzaid (2004), Khan et al. (2006) amongst others. In 
this chapter, a general class of distributions 
F(;c)=l-e~''^(^\fl9t0 (1.1) 
has been characterized through the difference of two conditional 
expectations, conditioned on a non-adjacent generalized order statistic. 
Also a relation based on unconditional expectation and conditional 
expectation is used to characterize a family of distributions. Further, some 
of its deductions are also discussed. 
It may be noted that for the ^ / in (1.1), 
\-F{x) = ^^^ (1-2) 
an {x) 
2. Characterization of distributions when m^  =m2 =••• = m„_i = m 
Let X{r,n,m,k), r = l,2,---,n be gos from a continuous population with 
the distribution function (df) F{x) and the probability density function 
Part of the results of this chapter is contained in Khan et al. (2009d). 
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(pdf) f(x) then conditional pJf of X(s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, 
\<r < s <n is given by 
fx{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)(y^^) 
^^-1 -[h^{Fiy))-h^{F{x))f-'-^ {s-r-\)lCr-i 
JtlMLlm, (2.1) 
[l-F(x)f'-+i 
Before coming to the main result, we shall prove the following Lemma. 
Lemma2.1: For 2<r<n,n>2and ^ = 1,2,• • • 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)} I X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
-E[h{X(s-l,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
^ Q-2 
(5-r-l)!C,_i[l-fW]^'-+i 
X fh\y) [h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))f-'-\\-F{y)P dy (2.2) 
Proof: We have 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k.)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
-E[h{X(s-\,n,m,k)]\ X(r,n,m,k) = x] 
C,_i ^/3^^^^ [hm{F{y))-h^{F(x))r'-^ 
{s-r-\)\Cr-i'^ [l-F{x)fr^' 
x[l - F(y)f ^ ' V ( } ' ) ^ y - — ^ ^ ^ ^ 
.A^j^^^.^[hminy))-h^{F{x))r'-\l-F{y)p-'-^f{y)^^, 
[\-Fix)f'-+^ 
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c s-l 
{s-r-l)\Cr-i[l-F{x)f'-+^ 
tfi X f h(y) [h^(F{y))-h^(F{x))f-'-hl- F{y)f'' 
x< 
[hm{Piy))-hm{F{x)W-F{y)Y^ r.-i-i 
[\-F{y)] 
{s-r-\)][\-F{y)] m f{y)dy 
Let v{y) = -—[\-F(y)fnhmiFiy))-h^{F{x))] s-r-\ (2.3) 
Differentiating both the sides of (2.3) w.rA. y, we get 
y\y) = -—[-rs[^-F(y)f^~^f(y)[h^(Fiy))-h,^{F{x))f-'-^ 
Ys 
+ {s-r-l)[l-F{y)f^fiy)[h^(F(y)) 
iS-r-2 
~Kt{F{x))r'-^[\-F{y)r] 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
-E[h{X(s-l,n,m,k)} I X(r,n,m,k) = x] 
C._ 5-1 (/^. 
——rh{y)v\y)dy {s-r-l)\C,_i[l-Fix)fr,i ^x (2.4) 
Integrating (2.4) by parts and putting the value of v{y) from (2.3), we get 
(2.2). 
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Theorem 2.1: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with 
the df F(x) and the pdf f{x) in the interval (a,j3), where a and jB 
may be finite or infinite, then f o r l < r < 5 < r < n , 
E[h{X(t,n,m,k)]-h{X{s,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
1 ^ 1 
- I - (2.5) 
if and only if 
F(x)=l-e~''^'^''\ai^O (2.6) 
where h(x) is a continuous and differentiable function of x such that 
/i(x)->0 as x-^a and h{x){l-Fix)}-^0 as x-^J3. 
Proof: First we shall prove that (2.6) implies (2.5). For l<r<s<t<n 
E[h{X{t,n,m,k)}-h{X(s,n,m,k)} I X(r,n,m,k) = x] 
t-s-\ 
= Y E[h{X{t-i,n,m,k)} 
1=0 
-h[X{t-i-l,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
= j] E[h[XU,n,m,k)} 
j=s+l 
-h{X{j -l,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
Using Lemma 2.1, we have 
E[h{X{t,n,m,k)]-h{X{s,n,m,k)} I X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
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t C- o 
j=s+l 0--r-l)!C,_i[l-F(x)]^'-+i 
X \^h\y) [h^(F{y))-h^{nx))]J-'-^ [l-Fiy)fj dy 
1 ^ 1 
= — y — , in view of (1.2). 
This proves the necessary part. 
1 ^ 1 For the sufficiency part, we have for c = — T — 
« • ^1 Yi 
7=5 + 1 ' ] 
Q - 1 (^Lr.ATL ^C^„NN ^ ^Z7/ .^M?-r- l 
(r-r-l)!C,_i-'^ 
f/i(>;)[/i^(F(j))-/i^(F(x)rf 
^.n-ny)f'~^fiy)^^, Cs-i 
[\-F{x)f'-+^ {s-r-l)\Cr-i 
xfKy)[h,^iF{y))-h,,{F{x))r'-^ 
[l-F{x)p^^ 
or, 
Q - 1 f^ , . / ,Ar^ /r7/-AN /, /r7/„XMr-A--l f/2(y)[/i,JF(y))-^^(F(x))f 
(r-r- l)!C,„i^^ 
x[l-F(y)f-V(}')^}' 
f/i(y)[/i^(F(y))-/i^(FW)]^ 
x[\-F{y)p-^f{y)dy = c[\-F{x)Vr^^ {1.1) 
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Differentiating both the sides of (2.7) (s - r) times w.r.t. x, we have, 
Q - 1 P^7„/,Ar7. ^irr.AX u rI7^^\^^t-s-\ fh{y)[h^{F{y))-h^{F(x))]' 
•'X {t-s-\)]C,_i 
x[\-F{y)f^-^f{y)dy = [c + hix)][\- F{x)f^^^ (2.8) 
Integrating L.H.S of (2.8) by parts 
, _ ^^~V fhiy)[h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-^ 
Q-2 A\-F{y)]^^-'-^f{y)dy 
(r-5-l)!C,_i 
X fh\y) [K,{F{y)) -h^{F{x))t'~\^- F(y)f^ dy 
•'X 
= [c + hix)][l-F(x)f'+^ (2.9) 
If we replace / by r -1 in (2.8), then (2.9) can be reduced to 
Q - 2 f^LV.u/. /I7^„^^ L /z7/.^^^f-5-l fhXy)[h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))]' 
•/X (r- . - l )!C,_i^^ 
x [ l - F ( y ) f J^ = ! i - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (2.10) 
Differentiating (2.10) both the sides (f - s) times, w.r.r. x, we get 
/^V)[i-/^(^)] = — 
a 
or, 
1-F(x) = —;^ — 
ah (x) 
and hence the Theorem. 
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Remark 2.1: At 5 = r, we have 
1 ^ 1 E[h{X{t,n,m,k)}\ X(s,n,m,k) = x] = h(x) + — Y — 
if and only if F{x) =l-e~^^^^\ <2 7^  0 as obtained by Khan and Alzaid 
(2004). 
Theorem 2.2: Under the conditions as given in Theorem 2.1 and for 
l<r<s<t<n 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)]-h{X{r,n,m,k))] + h{x) = 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x] (2.11) 
if and only if 
F{x)=\-e~''''^''\a^O (2.12) 
Proof: First we shall prove (2.12) implies (2.11). For 1 < r < i' < n, 
E[h{X (s,n,m,k)} - h{X (r,n,m,k)]] 
5 - r - l 
= ^ E[h{X{s-i,n,m,k)}-h{X(s-i-l,n,m,k)}] 
i=0 
s-l 
- YJ E\h{X{s-i\r,n,m,k)\-h\X{s-i^r-\,n,m,k)\\ 
'-'^H f^ ,. 
= I -T" t^ '^ -"^  [^'F(^)f''' SUHX)) dx 
j=r J 
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Also it can be seen (see the Remark 2.1) that 
1 * 1 E[h{X(s,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = h{x) + - Y —, 
j^r+l n 
and hence the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
{\-F{x)\^''^^[E[h{X{s,n,m,k)]-h[X{r,n,m,k)]] + h{x)] 
^7—^IVfT^ f ^^ '^^  ^^miny)) - h^(F(x))Y-'-^ 
x[\-Fiy)p-^f{y)dy (2.13) 
Integrating RHS of (2.13) by parts and simpHfying, we get 
[l-F(x)f'-+^[E[h{X{s,n,m,k)}-h{X{r,n,m,k)]] + h{x)] 
Cs-2 (/^ur.,^^. rirr.A^ u r^r^^^^s-r-2 
{s-r-2)\C,_i'^ 
fh{y)[h^iF{y))-h^{F(x))r 
•'x 
Cs-2 f^.v x[l~F(y)p-^-^f{y)dy +- ^-^^-—jy\y) 
x[hmiFiy))-h^{Fix))f-'-\\-F{y)p dy (2.14) 
If we replace 5 by ^ -1 in (2.13), then (2.14) can be reduced to 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)]- h{X{r,n,m,k)}] + h{x) 
= E[h{X{s - U,m,k)} - h{X{r,n,m,k)}] + h{x) 
^ Q-2 
(^-r-l)!C,_i[l-F(x)]^^+i 
X th\y) [h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-\\-F{y)V^ dy (2.15) 
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or, 
[l-F(x)f'-+iE[h{X(s,n,m,k)}-h{X(s-ln,m,k)}] 
<'X {s-r-l)lC,_i'x 
x[l-Fiy)f^dy (2.16) 
Differentiating (2.16) (s - r) times w.r.t x, and letting 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)}-h{X{s-\,n,m,k)]] = — , we get 
a 
h\x)[l-F{x)] = ^ 
a 
or, 
\-F{x) fix) 
a h\x) 
and hence the Theorem. 
3. Characterizations of distributions when yi ^  y j ,ii^j 
The conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X{r, n, in, k) = x, 
\<r<s<n is 
fx{s,n,m,k)\Xir,n,m,k)(y^^) 
"^ -1 t^'^is) 
^r~\ i=r +1 
\-F{y) 
\-F{x) 
n f(y) 
[l-F{y)] , x<y 
(3.1) 
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where 
at = ai 
J^l 
and 
Yj'^Yi, \<i<r<n (3.2) 
Xr) aY\s)= n 1 7j "^Yi^ r+l<i<s<n. (3.3) 
Before coming to the main result we state and prove a Lemma. 
Lemma2.2: For l<r<s<t<n 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)}-h{X{s-l,n,rh,k)} I X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
I-Fix) 
Ti 
dy 
Proof: Proof follows on the lines of Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 3.1: Under the conditions as given in Theorem 2.1 and for 
\<r<s <t<n. 
E[h{X(t,n,m,k)}-h{X(s,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,in,k) = x] 
1 ^ (3.4) 
" ;=.+! rj 
if and only if 
F{x)=l-e'''^''''\ai:0 (3.5) 
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Proof: First we shall prove that (3.5) implies (3.4). 
For l<r<^<r<n ,wehave 
E[h{X(t,n,m,k)}-h{X{s,n,m,k)] I X(r,n,m,k) = x] 
t-s-\ 
= ^ E[h{X(t-i,n,m,k)}-h{X{t-i-l,n,rh,k)}\X(r,n,m,k) = x] 
t 
= ^ E[h{X(j,n,m,k)}--h{X(j-l,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
j=s+l 
Using Lemma 2.2, we have 
E[h{X(t,n,m,k)}-h{X{s,n,m,k)} I X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
i-F(y) 
\-Fix) 
7i 
dy 
1 ^ 1 
= — Y — , in view of (3.1). 
ci • ^ l Y i 
1 ^ 1 
For the sufficiency part, we have at c = — J ] "~ 
; = ^ + l ' J 
^rlr W-^5lr W = E\h{X{t,n,m,k)] I Xir,n,m,k) = x] 
-E[h{X{s,n,m,k)] I X(r,n,m,k) = x] = c 
or. 
Ct-l 
c 
t al'\t)fKy) 
'"-1 i=r+l 
l-F{y) 
I-Fix) 
Ti fiy) 
[\-F{y)] dy 
Cs- 'P 
- Z a^\s)fh{y) 
^r-\ i=r +1 
\-F{y) 
I-Fix) 
Ti fiy) 
[I-Fiy)] 
dy = c (3.6) 
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Differentiating (3.6) w.r.t. x, we have 
.fimzfM^Llm,y^O (3.7) 
* n-F{x)f 
After noting that ^«J^^(^) = 0, C^  = ;^ ^+| C;._l and 
i=r+l 
4''^^\t) = (r,+i-ri)al'\t), we get 
/(^) rr+lQ-1 y ^(r) . . r;g/i(y)[l-F(3;)]^'-V(y) 
/(^) rr+lQ-l y ^(r+l).^. ryg/i(y)[l-F();)f'-V(j) 
[1-FW] C, .J^^^' *'" [ l -FW]^ ' 
[ l -FW] C,_i .J^^/ •'^  [ 1 -FWf ' 
[i-F(x)] c , .^f;2' ' [i-/^U)]^' 
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That is, 
fix) 
rr+l\-8t\r(x)-8t\r+\M] 
7r+d8s\rix)- 8s\r+l(x)] = ^ 
n-F{x)] 
fix) 
n-Fix)] 
where 
8s\rix) = E[h{Xis,n,m,k)} I Xir,n,m,k) = x] 
or, 
8t\r i^) - 8sir ix) = 8t\r+\ W " 8s\r+\ W 
= --- = 8t\si^)-8s\si^) = c (3-8) 
Noting that 8s\si^)~ ^i^)' ^^ ^^^^ 
8t\si^) = hix) + c 
1 ^ 1 i.e. E[h{Xit,n,m,k)}\Xis,n,m,k) = x]=hix) + - Y — (3.9) 
Using the result (Khan et aL, 2006) 
E[h{Xit,n,fh,k)}\Xis,n,m,k) = x] = g(\six), 
impHes 
F W = . "£ '<" ' ' ' " (3.10) 
where 
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Aiu) 8't\s(^) 
rs+\i8t\s(^)-gt\s+l(^)] 
(3.11) 
h'iu) 
Vs+l 
1 ^ 1 1 1  
/z(w) + - ^ hiu)— Y. 7=5+2 ' ] 
= ah\u) 
Hence, 
F / ^ -a\^h'{u)du F{x) = e -"^  
^^^ -^•!^> 
> ' Aofe^ N 
and 
^-«i 
y * 
F W = e-^^(^\fl .^O 
This could also have been obtained from Khan and Alzaid (2004) and 
hence the Theorem. 
Remark 3.1: ki s = r, 
1 ^ 1 
E[h{X{t,n,m,k)]\X{s,n,m,k) = x\ = h{x) + — V — 
as obtained by Khan and Alzaid (2004). 
Theorem 3.2: Under the conditions as given in Theorem 2.1 and for 
\<r<s<t<n, 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)}-h{X{r,n,m,k)]] + h{x) 
= E[h{X{s,n,m,k)} I X{r,n,m,k) = x] (3.12) 
if and only if 
Fix)=l-e-''^^'\ai:0 (3.13) 
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Proof: First we shall prove (3.13) implies (3.12). It can be proved on the 
lines of Theorem 3.1 that for l<r<s<n 
E[h{ X (s, n, fh, k)}-h{X(s-l, n, in, k)} ] 
= C,_2 fh\x) Y cii {s) [1 - F{x)Vi dx 
J(X • ^ 
Therefore, 
1 "^  1 E{h[X{s,n,m,k)]-h{X{r,n,fh,k)]^-— V — 
Also, (see the Remark 3.1) 
1 ^ 1 E[h{X{s,n,m,k)]\X{r,n,m,k) = x\ = h{x) + — ^ — 
;=r+l 'J 
and hence the necessary part. 
For the sufficiency part, we have 
E[h{X{s,n,m,k)]-h[X{r,n,m,k)]] + h{x) 
?i 
^ r - 1 i^r+\ 
l-Fjy) 
I-Fix) 
^^^^ dy (3.14) 
[l-F{y)] 
Differentiating both the sides of (3.14) w.r.t. x and noting that 
s 
, (r)/ .N_n r .-^vC ^ ^nd (V -vAn^^h<i^^a^^\ X;ar(5) = 0,C,_i = 7,C,_2and(r,-n)<^(^) = <^(^-l) ' 
i=r+l 
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we get 
Ts 
fix) 
[l-F(x)] C 
'^.'. 
'•-1 /=r+l 
Y.ar\s-\)lh\y) 
X \-F{y) '^ /()') ... Q-1 V JO, .^ fy .^v dy [l-F(j)] C,_i.-^i Z-r(^)J>'(y) 
x< 
\-F{y) 
1 - /^(^) 
r/ f{y) 
{\-F{y)-\ dy h\x) 
which reduces to 
E[h{X{s,n,mM-h{Xis-ln,m,k)}] = !^^^^^^^-^^ (3.15) 
in view of (3.14) 
Noting that the LHS of (3.15) is independent of x, we have 
fix) 
I-Fix) =ah\x) 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 3.2: At m = Q,k = l Theorems reduce for ordinary order 
statistics as given in Chapter II. 
Remark 3.3: At m = -1 , ^ = 1 Theorems reduce for record statistics as 
given in Chapter II. 
Examples based on Fix) = \-e~''^^''^ are given in Table 2.1 in Chapter 
II. 
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Moments of Generalized Order Statistics from 
A General Class of Distributions 
1. Introduction 
Khan et al. (2009a) have obtained explicit expressions for the exact 
moments of generalized order statistics from a general form of 
distribution. In this chapter, we have extended the results of Khan et al. 
(2009a) and have obtained explicit expressions for single and product 
moments of generalized order statistics for a family of distributions 
F{x) = [axP +bf. Further, some deductions and particular cases are 
discussed. Also some numerical examples are given. For related results, 
one may refer to Keseling (1999), Cramer and Kamps (2003), Cramer 
(2002), Raqab (2004), Athar and Islam (2004) and references therein. 
2. Moments for generalized order statistics 
Let Bj, l<j<n, be independent random variables having beta 
BetaiYj, 1) distribution. 
Then it can be seen that (Burkschat et al, 2003) 
X(r,n,m,yt)~F~^l-W,), r = l,2,---n. (2.1) 
where W^r = 1 1 ^ ; 
7=1 
Part of the results of this chapter is contained in Faizan and Athar (2008). 
Moments of generalized order statistics from a general class. 
Let the general class of the distribution be 
F(x) = [axP +bf, p>0,T] <x<Ci) (2.2) 
where a,b and c are so chosen that F(x) is a dfow&r {T],0)) 
Then from (2.1), we have for m| = m2 = • • • = m„_i = m, 
X{r,n,m,k) ~ 
\/p 
(2.3) 
2.1: Relations for single moments 
Theorem 2.1: For the distribution given in (2.2) and a = 1,2,. 
a EiX"^ {r,n,m,k)] = 
r^.alpalp . ^ / ^ / x cf\ 
y a J 
(2.4) 
V ' ) 
C ^ 
where {ocl p) is a positive integer and 
{k+-) r ik+-) (k+-) 
> 1 "" 
(2.5) 
Proof: From (2.3), we have 
E[X^{r,n,m,k)] = E ,1/c 
Q!/p 
f-bY'P 
\ a J ^-IM I ^ 1 
al p 
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\Mf 
bj^i 
(-br^P^jt^_^y^^a/p^^ crj 
i=0 b'V i Jj=frj+i 
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.1: At p = l, (2.4) reduces to 
E[X''{r,n,m,k)] = i-lf\-] Z ( - l ) ^ 
a i=0 
a] Clt\ 
v ' y (k+-) 
c ^ 
(2.6) 
as obtained by Khan et al. (2009a). 
Remark 2.2: If we put m = 0, k = \ in (2.4), we get the result for order 
statistics 
E(X?:n) = 
._^Y/pa/p Y^/ X 
y a J /=0 
r{n + l)r{n + l + --r) 
c 
V ' J r ( n - r + l)r(n + l + -) 
c 
(2.7) 
Remark 2.3: If we put m = -l in (2.4), we get the result for record 
values 
a E[X''{r,n-lM = 
f-bY'P^'P .(alp\ 
— S (-1) . 
f \ 
k 
k+^ 
V cj 
(2.8) 
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2.2: Relations for product moments 
Theorem 2.2: For the distribution given in (2.2), 
E[X^ (r,n,m,k)X ^ (s,n,m,k)] 
( h\— ^'^ l^'P M+V 1 (alp\ (j3/p] 
y a J u^Q v=0 u+v V " J V ^ J 
X-
(/:+-) (^+ ) 
r c r- c 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
(2.9) 
where {al p) and (y^/p) are positive integers. 
Proof: We have from (2.3), 
E{X^ {r,n,m,k)X^ {s,n,m,k)] 
= E l/c 
\-\a/ p 
b 
yj 
f ^ flBf-b 
0=1 J 
|y^/d 
> 
f—1 
V « J 
a+y^ 
b 
\al P 
7=1 ; 
\--f\Bf 
b^\ J 
\y^/? 
u\—-cclpl^lp 
M+V (alA 
\ " y 
^y /^pA 
V ^ y /? 
M + V 
n ''^ n - ^ 
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r h\—^^p P'p 
" S S(-i) 
M=0 V=0 
bv~;r'^^''^^r ..u^-v((^ip\(pip\ i 
\ a J V " J V ^ ; M+V 
hrf nrf 
X- 7=1 y=r+l 
j=i ;= r+ l 
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.4: At y^  = 0, (2.9) reduces to single moments as given in (2.4). 
Remark 2.5: At /? = 1 in (2.9), we get 
M+J3 ^ 1 V '^T'/ 1^ M+V 
••i-iy 
\a) Z K-i)^  
fa\ 
u=0 v=0 b u+v v"y 
^ / ? ^ y^ 
v ^ ; 
X-
ik+-) {k+ ) 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
(2.10) 
as obtained by Khan et al. (2009a). 
Remark 2.6: If we put m = 0, ^ = 1 in (2.9), we get the results for order 
statistics 
^ [ ^ r : n ^ 5 : n ] 
f u\—-alp pip 
~^^ ' I S(-i) 
M=0 V=0 
u+v 1 
\ a j b u+v 
(alp\ 
V " J 
fpip\ 
V ^ J 
T{n + \)Y{n + \ + --s)Y{n + l + ^^^-r) 
X c c (2.11) 
r(n-^ + i)r(n+i+--r)r(/i + i+^^ )^ 
c c 
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Remark 2.7: If we put m = -1 in (2.9), we get the product moments for 
record values 
E[X^(r,n-l,k)X^ is,n-l,k)] 
a+j3 
[ a J 
al p pi p 
" I E(-i) 
M=0 V=0 
u+v 1 fa/pVjS/p 
u+v b 
f vr 
V « J V ^ y 
X 
V cj 
k + '-
V 
k + u +v 
c J 
(2.12) 
2.3 Illustrated examples 
This family, apart from the distributions considered by Khan et al. 
(2009a) at p = 1 also include: Burr and WeibuU distributions. 
2.3.1 Single moments 
1. Burr distribution 
F{x) = [dxP +\]~^, 0<jc<«, 
at fl = ^ , ^ = 1 and c = - / / in (2.2). Therefore, 
riflpcclp .falp\ cf\ 
a E[X'^{r,n,m,k)] = \e J /=0 
(2.13) 
V ' J ik—) 
C / 
r - 1 
If we put m = 0, it = 1 in (2.13), we get the results for order statistics 
E{X^,nH-^ 
_,^-lp-^P_Jalp\^^'''-'^^^''^'-y'^ 
1 (-1)' 
/=0 V ' J r ( n - r + l ) r (n + l ) 
li>{al p) (2.14) 
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Table 4.1 
Means of order statistics for Lomax distribution 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
r 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
^ = 1, //==2 
1.0000 
0.3333 
1.6666 
0.2000 
0.6000 
2.2000 
0.1428 
0.3714 
0.8285 
2.6571 
0.1111 
0.2698 
0.5238 
1.0317 
3.0635 
P = 
^ = 2,// = 2 
0.5000 
0.1666 
0.8333 
0.1000 
0.3000 
1.1000 
0.0714 
0.1857 
0.4142 
1.3285 
0.0555 
0.1349 
0.2619 
0.5158 
1.5317 
-1 
0 = 1, ju = 3 
0.5000 
0.2000 
0.8000 
0.1250 
0.3500 
1.0250 
0.0909 
0.2272 
0.4727 
1.2090 
0.0714 
0.1688 
0.3149 
0.5779 
1.3668 
0=2, jU = 3 
0.2500 
0.1000 
0.4000 
0.0625 
0.1750 
0.5125 
0.0455 
0.1136 
0.2363 
0.6045 
0.0357 
0.0844 
0.1574 
0.2889 
0.6834 
At m = - l in (2.13), we have the a-th moments of record values as 
E[X''{r,n,-l,k)] = 
ryflpalp (alp\ 
\0j I (-1)' 1=0 V ^ ; 
k 
V MJ 
, fi>{alp) 
(2.15) 
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Table 4.2 
Means of upper record values for Lomax distribution 
r 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 = 1, M = 2 
1.00000 
3.00000 
7.00000 
15.00000 
31.00000 
P--
0 = 2, ju = 2 
.50000 
1.50000 
3.50000 
7.50000 
15.50000 
= 1 
0 = 1, ju = 3 
.50000 
1.25000 
2.37500 
4.06250 
6.59375 
0 = 2, jU = 3 
.25000 
.62500 
1.18750 
2.03125 
3.29688 
2. Weibull distribution 
Fix) = [ax^ +bf, p>0, 0<jc<oo 
Let a = — , b = l, then we have 
c 
Lim F (jc) = e -XxP 
By an application of the result (Athar et al, 2009), 
'-^ (r-\\ 1 {m + \Y~\r-\)\ 
S(-i)" 
M=0 V " J ir-u 
>1 
ik) 
(2.16) 
we have, 
E{X^{r,n,m,k)] = -^l {-\f'P{X)-'"P 
r-1, c""P{m^\y-\r-\)\ 
""^^ J^IP^Ak)'^^ ,Jr-^\ X E (-1) 
f=0 V ' J 
cfX E(-i)' 
w=0 V " J 
1 
(k+ic) 
ir-u 
77 (2.17) 
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, 1 0 ""'P ifa/p) At c' = - = 0,(2.17) is ofthe fo rm-as J ] (-1)' = 0. 
V ' y 
Therefore applying L' Hospital rule and using the result (Ruiz, 1996), 
rn\ 
v"y 
X ( - l ) " ,. {x-ur=n\ 
u=0 
(2.18) 
we have, 
E[X^(r,n,m,k)] = (/ l)-^^^(a/p)!C^^; 
(m + l) ' '~^(r-l)! 
'•-1 fr -1\ 
xS(-l)"' 
M=0 V " J 
1 
/r~u 
{a/p)+l , mi^-\ (2.19) 
as obtained by Kamps (1995). 
For order statistics at m = 0, /: = 1, we have 
a E[X]^,^] = r 
fn\ 
VO 
/ '-^ (r-\\ 
ar'^'Piaipy.Y^i-xr 
u=0 V " y 
X 
1 
[ „ _ , + ^ + l](«^/p)+i 
as obtained by Lieblein (1955). 
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Table 4.3 
Means of order statistics for exponential and Rayleigh distributions 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
r 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A = \, p = l 
1.00000 
0.50000 
1.50000 
0.33333 
0.83333 
1.83333 
0.25000 
0.58333 
1.08333 
2.08333 
0.20000 
0.45000 
0.78333 
1.28333 
2.28333 
Z = 2, p = \ 
0.50000 
0.25000 
0.75000 
0.16667 
0.41667 
0.91667 
0.12500 
0.29167 
0.54167 
1.04167 
0.10000 
0.22500 
0.39167 
0.64167 
1.14167 
A = 1, p = 2 
0.88625 
0.62667 
1.14583 
0.51168 
0.85667 
1.29041 
0.44313 
0.71733 
0.99600 
1.38854 
0.39634 
0.63025 
0.84795 
1.09470 
1.46200 
A = 2 p = 2 
Q.eieei 
0.44313 
0.81022 
0.36181 
0.60575 
0.91246 
0.31334 
0.50723 
0.70428 
0.98185 
0.28026 
0.44566 
0.59959 
0.77407 
1.03379 
For record values at m = - 1 , we have 
a £[X"(r,n-l,/:)]-
X-i(^lp) Y{{alp) + r] 
(r-1)! k'^'P 
(2.20) 
as obtained by Kamps (1995). 
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Table 4.4 
Means of upper record values for exponential and Rayleigh 
distributions 
r 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A = l, p = l 
1.00000 
2.00000 
3.00000 
4.00000 
5.00000 
Z = 2, p = l 
0.50000 
1.00000 
1.50000 
2.00000 
2.50000 
A = l, p = 2 
0.88623 
1.32934 
1.66168 
1.93862 
2.18095 
A, = 2 p-2 
0.62667 
0.93999 
1.17499 
1.37082 
1.54218 
2.3.2 Product moments 
1. Burr distribution 
F{x) = [exP -¥\] -", /7>0, 0<x<co 
Here a = 6, b = l and c = -ju 
From (2.8), we have 
E[X^(r,n,m,k)X^{s,n,m,k)] 
/ _ A — ^^P l^'P 
\d J 1 K-i) u+v u=0 v^O b u+v 
(alp\ 
\ " J 
fpip~\ 
V V J 
X-
m 
7=1 
(fe) 
;=r+ l 
kk) 
r {k ) s (k ) 
7=1 7='-+l 
(2.21) 
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If we put m = 0, ^ = 1 in (2.21), we get the result for order statistics 
n f_]\ alp pip faln\fBln^ 
^\^r.n^s:n\- yO J 
u=0 v=0 V « J V " J 
X 
r(n + l)r(n + l - - - 5 ) r ( n + l - ^ ^ ^ - r ) 
/f /^  
r(«-5+i)r(n+i---r)r(n+i-^'-t^) 
ji>[{a + P)lp] (2.22) 
Table 4.5 
Product moments of order statistics for Lomax distribution 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 \ 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
.2500 
.0250 
.0625 
.0089 
.0169 
.0410 
.0045 
.0079 
.0140 
.0325 
.0027 
.0046 
.0074 
.0124 
.0276 
// = 3, e--
2 
0.475 
.0571 
.1294 
.0220 
.0378 
.0851 
.0117 
.0184 
.0306 
.0670 
3 
.6839 
.0922 
.1974 
.0375 
.0608 
.1309 
--1 
4 
.8811 
.1286 
.2051 
5 
1.069 
1 
1.000 
.1000 
.2500 
.0357 
.0678 
.1642 
.0182 
.0318 
.0563 
.1300 
.0109 
.0185 
.0297 
.0499 
.1106 
y" 
2 
1.900 
.2285 
.5178 
.0883 
.1514 
.3407 
.0469 
.0739 
.1225 
.2681 
= 3, e^\ 
3 
2.736 
.3688 
.7896 
.1503 
.2434 
.5225 
4 
3.524 
.5145 
1.060 
5 
4.277 
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At m = -1 in (2.21), we have the product moments of record values 
E [X ^ (r, n-l, k)X ^ {s, n-\, k)] 
( \\— ^'P P'P (aln\fBln\ 
y^J «=o v=0 V « J V ^ J 
X 
f ^ 
k M 
u + v 
M J 
, Iii>[{a + I5)lp} (2.23) 
Table 4.6 
Product moments of record values for Lomax distribution 
s \ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
1.000 
1.7500 
2.8750 
4.5625 
7.0937 
// = 3, ^  = 1 
2 
5.5000 
8.8750 
13.937 
21.531 
3 
21.250 
33.062 
50.781 
4 
71.875 
109.84 
5 
228.81 
1 
0.2500 
0.4375 
0.7187 
1.1406 
1.7734 
^ 
2 
1.375 
2.2187 
3.4843 
5.3828 
= 3, e^l 
3 
5.3125 
8.2656 
12.695 
4 
17.96 
27.46 
5 
57.20 
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2. WeibuU distribution 
F(x) = [axP +bf 
X 1 
Here a = — , b = 1 and c'- —> 0, then 
c c 
E[X^ (r, n, m,k)X^ {s, n, m, k)] 
r 1 A~r~ .,. (^fp pip 1 
yXc^j M=0 V=0 
(alp\ 
\ " J 
^plp-^ 
V ^ J 
X-
1 
s r 
FT J^+vc') rr J^+(M+V)C'} 
i=r+\ ;=i 
(2.24) 
In view of the relation (Athar et al, 2009), 
s-r-\ 
S (-1)' 
/=0 
^s-~r-l\ 1 (^ + i)^-'-l (5 -^-1 ) ! 
I 
I s-i m 
j=r+\ 
(k) 
(2.25) 
E[X^{r,n,m,k)X^{s,n,m,k)] 
a+j3 
alp pip 
M=0 V=0 
(alpYpip" 
V " y 
X 
1 5-r-l 
{m + \Y''-\s-r-\)\ i^Q I (-1)' 
'.-r-n[r^^r''^r^ 
'(A/p) 
X 
1 -^1 yr-iVr^^^^"'^ ''^ '''h"^ 
(m + l)'-^(r-l)!,.o 
K-D' 
'(«/p) 
(2.26) 
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Taking the limit and using the relation (2.18), we get 
E[X^ (r,n,m,k)X^ is,n,m,k)] 
4 
s-2 
Cll ia/p)\ i/3/py. 
{m + iy^ ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
X 
j=0 
1 
V ' J [y(k)](/3/p)+l 
r-1 / 
E(-iy r-l\ 1 
V ' J ik).ia/p)+l tr^ yi 
, m^-l (2.27) 
For order statistics (mi = m2 =...= m^_i =0, k = V), we have 
^l^r.n^y.n^ - U. 
a+/3 
n\{alp)\{pip)\ 
(m + l ) ' ' ^ ( n - ^ ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
''-±:^ :(s-r-\\ 
I (-1)' 
/=0 
1 
V ' J {n-s-^i + V\ (J3lp)^l 
X 
r=0 
1 
V ' ; [n-r + i + l] ia/p)+l 
\<r<s<<n 
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Table 4.7 
Product moments of order statistics for exponential and Rayleigh 
distributions 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
, 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2.000 
.5000 
.5000 
.2222 
.1667 
.6000 
.1250 
.0833 
.2083 
.4583 
.0800 
.0476 
.0500 
.2167 
.4167 
A = l, p-
2 
3.500 
1.055 
.8333 
.5139 
.2971 
.875 
.3050 
.1500 
.3750 
.825 
3 
4.722 
1.597 
1.083 
.8272 
.3917 
1.175 
= 1 
4 
5.763 
2.110 
1.283 
5 
6.677 
1 
1.000 
0.5000 
-0.5555 
0.3333 
-0.3206 
-0.5863 
0.2500 
-0.2267 
-0.3759 
-0.5718 
0.2000 
-0.1756 
-0.2843 
-0.3947 
-0.5503 
1 = 
2 
1.5000 
0.8333 
-0.7592 
0.5833 
-0.4495 
-0.8218 
0.4500 
-0.3225 
-0.5399 
-0.8132 
= 1, P = 2 
3 
1.8333 
1.0833 
-0.8827 
0.7833 
-0.5314 
-0.9715 
4 
2.083 
1.283 
-0.97 
5 
2.28: 
For m = - 1 , it can be seen that for records, 
E[X^{r,n,m,k)X^{s,n,m,k)] 
a+j3 
Cf_\ n {a/ p) + r]T[{l3lp) + s-r} 
{s-r-l)\{r-\)\ 
y^j^-{(a'p)+i^fp)+^)^s>r (2.28) 
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Table 4.8 
Product moments of record values for exponential and Rayleigh 
distributions 
s \ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2.000 
1.000 
2.000 
12.00 
144.00 
X = \, p = l 
2 
6.000 
2.000 
4.000 
24.000 
3 
12.000 
12.000 
24.000 
4 
20.000 
144.00 
5 
30.000 
1 
0.5000 
0.3927 
0.5890 
2.9452 
30.925 
2 
1.000 
0.589 
0.883 
4.417 
/l = 2, p = ^ 
3 
1.5000 
2.9452 
4.417 
I 
4 
2.000 
30.92 
5 
2.500 
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CHAPTER V 
Moments of Dual Generalized Order Statistics from Power Function 
Distribution and its Characterization 
1. Introduction 
A random variable X is said to have the power function distribution if its 
probabihty distribution function (pdf) is of the form 
f(x) = ^ ^x^, 0<x<e (1.1) 
with the df 
f \'^^^ 
F{x) = \~ , 0<jc<^ (1.2) 
where a>-\ and ^ > 0 are the parameters. 
Now in view of (1.1) and (1.2), we have 
F{x) = -^f{x) (1.3) 
a-\-\ 
The power function distribution is a uniform distribution at a = Q. We in 
this chapter have obtained single and product moments of dual 
generalized order statistics {dgos) from the c?/given in (1.2). Further, the 
distribution is characterized by conditional moments of dgos. Also some 
numerical examples are given. 
The concept of dgos is as introduced in Chapter I. 
Part of the results of this chapter is contained in Athar and Faizan (2009). 
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2. Single moments 
Case I. nil =m,- =m, i^ j = \,2,...,n-l. 
Jh The pdf of X * {r,n,m,k), the r dgos is given as: 
fxHr,n,m,k) M = ^ ^Xnx)f'' '^ / W 8m ^ (Fix)) Q-1 (r-iy: 
where 
(2.1) 
and 
C r - l = n ^ / ' ri=k + in~i){m + \), 
gm(x) = h^(x)-hf^{l),xeiO,l), 
h^(x) = < ^ x'^^\m^ 1 m + 1 
-log A;, m = - l 
Theorem 2.1: For the distribution as given in (1.1) and ne N, me R, 
k>0, \<r<n 
,;•_ rr(Q^ + l) E[X*{r~hn,m,k)]H2.2) E[X^{r,n,m,k)y {j + Yria + l)} 
and E[X*(r,n,m,k)]J =eJ (a + lVYi n 
iJi{j+ri(c(+^)} 
(2.3) 
Proof: Let ^(x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x then for 
2<r<n,n>2 (Athar et al, 2008) 
E[^{XHr,n,m,k)]]-E[^{X*{r-l,n,m,k)}] 
( r - l ) ! 
P 
•-M{x)[E{x)V^-^f{x)g'-'^{F{x)) 
a 
m+1-[rrgm(F{x))-{r-\){F{x))"'-']dx 
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Let v(x) = [Fix)fr g'^-\F(x)) 
v\x) = [F(x)f'- 1 fix) g'^-^ (Fixmr, g^ (Fix)) - (r -1) (F(x))'"+1 ] 
Thus 
> * 
s?;/ 
- v ^ / 
E[<^{X *ir,n,m,k)}]-E[<^{X *(r-l,n,m;icTi 
(2.4) 
r ^ 
a 
(2.5) 
Integrating (2.5) by parts and using the value of v (jc) from (2.4), we have 
E[^{X*ir,n,m,k)}]-E[^{XHr-l,n,m,k)}] 
-^f^\x)[F{x)frg;;,;\F(x))dx ( r - l ) ! -^ (2.6) 
For ^(x) = x-' ,'we have 
E[X '^{r,n,m,k)y -E[X *{r-l,n,m,k)]^ 
= -^jfxJ-hF{x)frg;,-\Fix))dx ( r - l ) ! "^ (2.7) 
Now in view of (1.3), we have 
E[X*ir,n,m,k)V -E[X''{r-\,n,mM^ 
JCr-\ 
{a + \)rrir-lV. 
xhF(x)f^-^g'^-\Fix))fix)dx 
and hence (2.2) is established. 
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Since X(0,n,m,k) = 0, the maximum of X in the power function 
distribution, we have 
E[Xm,n,m,k)V =-^^^~^\-0J (2.8) 
(2.3) can be obtained by writing (2.2) recursively and using (2.8) as initial 
value. 
CaseII: yi'^Tj, i^ j = l,2,...,n-\ 
The pdf of the / dual generahzed order statistics X * (r,n,m,k) is 
fx%r,n,m,k)i^) = C,_if{x)Y,ai{r)[F{x)fi-^ (2.9) 
where 
r n-l 
^i 
r 1 
(r) = r[ , l<i<r<n 
j=\(rj-ri) 
Theorem 2.2: For the distribution as given in (1.1) and ne N,me R, 
k>0, l<r<n 
E[XHr,n,mM^ = ^^^^^^' E[X ^{r-l,n,m,k)V (2.10) 
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Proof: We have Athar at el. (2008), 
E[<^{X *(r,n,jn,k)}]-E[^{X *(r-l,n,m,k)]] 
= C,_i |^(x) f{x)Yai{rW{x)Y^ Ux 
a i=l 
P r-\ 
= C,_2 jf(x)/U)2;a,-(r)r/[/^(x)]^'-^ Jx (2.11) 
a '=1 
as Cr_i = Jr Cr-2 and «/ (r-1) = {y^ - yi)ai (r) 
Let Vi{x) = [F{x)f^ 
then v;(x) = ;^[F(x)]^'-V(x) (2.12) 
In view of (2.12) and (2.11), we have 
E{^{X * {r,n,m,k)]] - £[f {X * (r -l,n,m,/c)}] 
= C,_2Xfl/('-)jfWv;W^^ (2.13) 
'•=1 a 
Integrating (2.13) by parts and noting that 2]fl/(r) = 0, we get 
£[^{X*(^«,m,fc)}]-£[^{X*(^-l,«,^,^)}] 
= -Cr-2\?{x)Y^ai{r)[F{x)t dx 
a '=1 
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Let <^(x) = x-^, then 
E[X'^(r,n,m,k)}]J -E[X*{r-l,n,m,k)}]J 
a J=l 
Now in view of (1.3), we get 
E[X'^(r,n,m,k)}]J -E[X*(r-l,n,m,k)]V 
e r 
= C._i \x^yai{r)[F{x)V^~^ f{x)dx 
^ E{X*{r,n,m,k)]V 
Yria + l) 
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.1: Recurrence relation for single moments of order statistics 
(at m = 0, ^  = 1) is 
^ "-^^-1^"^" j + (a + l ) (n-r + l) ^ "-'-+2:"^ 
and E{XI ,^,.„) = e^{oc + \Y\\ ^J}-!^ . 
"-'^ +^-" \}^i + {n-i + \){a + \) 
Replacing (n - r +1) by (r -1), we have 
^ ^ ' ' - ^ - ia^lW-l) ^^""-^-^ 
as obtained by Malik (1967) 
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or E(XI„)= "<" ; - " .£(X/.,„_,) 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1983) 
and E{XJ,^) = e^(a + lf~''^^U . , "" 1, r , \<r<n. \}^i'r{a^\){n-i) 
th 
Remark 2.2: Recurrence relation for single moments of k lower record 
values will be 
{; + fc(«r + l)} ' • - 1 ' 
as obtained by Bieniek and Szynal (2002) 
and E{xf^)^ ^6^ ^ {a\\)k ^^ j + k{a + \) 
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Table 5.1 
Means of order statistics from power function distribution 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
r 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Uniform distribution 
^ = 1 
0.50000 
0.33333 
0.66667 
0.25000 
0.50000 
0.75000 
0.20000 
0.40000 
0.60000 
0.80000 
0.16667 
0.33333 
0.50000 
0.66667 
0.83333 
a = 0 
9 = 2 
1.00000 
0.66667 
1.33333 
0.50000 
1.00000 
1.50000 
0.40000 
0.80000 
1.20000 
1.60000 
0.33333 
0.66667 
1.00000 
1.33333 
1.66667 
^ = 5 
2.50000 
1.66667 
3.33333 
1.25000 
2.50000 
3.75000 
1.00000 
2.00000 
3.00000 
4.00000 
0.83333 
1.66667 
2.50000 
3.33333 
4.16667 
Power function distribution 
a = \ 
0.66667 
0.53333 
0.80000 
0.45714 
0.68571 
0.85714 
0.40635 
0.60952 
0.76190 
0.88889 
0.36941 
0.55411 
0.69264 
0.80808 
0.90909 
e = \ 
a^l 
0.75000 
0.64268 
0.85714 
0.57857 
0.77143 
0.90000 
0.53407 
0.71209 
0.83077 
0.92308 
0.50069 
0.66758 
0.77885 
0.86538 
0.93750 
Gf = 5 
0.80000 
0.71111 
0.88889 
0.65641 
0.82051 
0.92308 
0.61780 
0.77225 
0.86878 
0.94118 
0.58838 
0.73547 
0.82741 
0.89636 
0.95238 
Here in the above Table 5.1 it may be seen that the condition 
n 
^E{Xi.ji) = nE{X) is satisfied. 
/=1 
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Table 5.2 
Means of lower record values from power function distribution 
r 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Uniform distribution 
a = 0 
e = i 
0.50000 
0.25000 
0.12500 
0.06250 
0.03125 
0 = 2 
1.00000 
0.50000 
0.25000 
0.12500 
0.06250 
^ = 5 
2.50000 
1.25000 
0.62500 
0.31250 
0.15625 
Power function distribution 
0 = 1 
a = l 
0.66667 
0.44444 
0.29630 
0.19753 
0.13169 
a = 2 
0.75000 
0.56250 
0.42188 
0.31641 
0.23730 
a = 5 
0.85714 
0.73469 
0.62974 
0.53978 
0.46266 
3. Product moments 
Case I. mi = nij =m, ii^ j = l,2,...,n-l. 
The joint pdf of X^(r,n,m,k) and X^{s,n,m,k), l<r <s<n is given 
as 
x[h^(F(y))-h^(F(x))Y-'-\F{y)p-^f(x)fiy), x>y (3.1) 
Theorem 3.1: For the distribution as given in (1.1), ne N,mE R and 
\<r<s<n. 
E[{X*{r,n,m,k)yiX''is,n,m,k)y] 
= J^lMl^E[{X''{r,n,m,k)y{XHs-U,m,k)y] (3-2) j + Ysia + X) 
and 
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E[{X^{r,n,m,k)yiX*{s,n,m,k)y] = {a + Xf e'^^ 
X n—-— 
\f s Yv 
vUi^'vC^^ + D + i 
(3.3) 
Proof: We have Athar et al (2008), for \<r<s<n-\, n>2 and 
E[^{X * ir,n,m,k),X * {s,n,m,k)}] 
-E[^{X^^{r,n,m,k),X*is-l,n,m,k)}] 
C s-2 Px 
{r-\)\{s-r-l)\ \\i{x,y)[F{x)rf{x)g'-\F{x)) 
a a 
x{h^F{y)-h,,F{x)]'-'-\F{y)]^^ ^f{y) 
AUh,nF{y)-h^F{x)\-{s-r-\)[F{y)r^^]dydx (3.4) 
as C^_i = ys Cs-2 
Let v{x,y) = {F{y)V^[h^F{y)-h^F{x)r'-^ 
Then 
^'^^'^^ ^[h,„F(y)-h^F(x)r'-hF(y)f^-'f(y) 
dy 
m+l 
x[rs{hmny)-hmF{x)}-is-r-\)[Fiy)r-''] (3.5) 
Putting the value of (3.5) into (3.4), we get 
£[f{X*(r,«,m,^),X*(5,/2,m,^)}] 
-E[^{X''{r,n,m,k),X''{s-l,n,m,k)}] 
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c s-2 
(r-l)\(s-r-l)\ \l^{x,y)[F{x)rfix)8'^-\F(x))^^^dydx 
aa 
dy 
C._ s-2 
P 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\ 
Now, we have 
\t,^{x\F{x)T f{x)g'-\F{x)) 
a 
3v(x,};) l&(y)™^y 
.a 
dy 
dx 
(3.6) 
l^2(y)^^j^y = - l^2iy)iF{y)f' [h^Fiy) - h^F(x)r'-'dy 
(3.7) 
In view of (3.6) and (3.7) and noting that — i {x ,y) = <^i{x)42iy)^ we 
dy 
have 
E[^{X*(r,n,m,k),X*is,n,m,k)}] 
-E[^[X*{r,n,m,k),X*{s-\,n,m,k)}] 
Cs-2 f jMflZ)[^(;,)f/(,)^;-l(F(^)) 
( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! - ' •' dy 
Y.{h^F{y)-h^F{x)\'''~\F{x)\^' dydx,p>x>y>a (3.8) 
Set f(;c,);)-fl(;c).f2(>') = -^-J^ in(3.8),toget 
£[(X*(r,n,m,/:)}'.{X*(^,n,m,/:)}^'] 
-£[{X*(r,«,m,/:)}MZ*(^-l,«,m,^)}^] 
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j^s-i f^^Fv^.i-i 
Ysir-ms-r-1)1 ^^yy-^Fwr/wg^-^FW) 
x[hm(F(y))-hm(F{x)r-''-hFiy)f^ dydx, x>y 
In view of (1.3), we get 
E[{X*ir,n,m,k)Y-{X*is,n,m,k)}^] 
-E[{X*(r,n,m,k)y.{X*{s-ln,m,k)}J] 
JCs-l 
ia+i)rs{r-ms-r-\y.^^ 
Ox 
\\x'yhF{x)rf{x) 
xg';^-\F{x))[h^F{y)-h^Fix)Y-'-\F(x)f^ ^f(y)dydx. 
J 
{a + l)rs 
E[{X*{r,n,m,k)y.{X*{s,n,m,k)}^] 
and hence the result. To obtain (3.3) we write (3.2) recursively. 
CaseII: 71*7], i* j = l,2,-,n-l 
The joint probability density function (pdf) of the r^ ^ and the s^ dual 
generalized order statistics is 
fxHr,n,m,k),X*(s,n,m,k)i^^y) = ^ s-l L^i (^ ) 
i=r+\ 
F{y) 
Fix) 
xta,(r)[F(x)f'^^,a<y<.<^ 
^ Fix) Fiy) 
1=1 
(3.9) 
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where 
r + \<i<s<n. 
J^i 
Theorem 3.2: For the distribution as given in (1.1) and ne N,me R, 
l<r<s<n, 
E[(X * ir,n,m,k)y (X * is,n,m,k))^] 
•E[(X * (r,n,m,k)y (X*(s- l,n,mMJ] (3.10) 
Proof: This can be proved on the lines of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.1: Recurrence relation for product moments of order statistics 
(at m = 0, fc = 1) is 
FiY^ yj i -_ i^±iK! iZi±iL7rr rY ' ' yJ i 
^^^n-r+l:n-^n-s+hn^~ ; + (Q.+ !)('„_ ^ + n "^^^^n-r+l:n^n-s+2:n^ 
and 
£[4-r+l :„ .X„^r t„]=(«+l)^^"^ n - ' " " " • ' " 
V M = 1 {n-u + l)(a + l) + i + j 
X 
J/^^(n-v + l)(a+l) + y 
That is 
E[Xr.nXL]- (a + l ) ( . - l ) ^ ^ ^ - " " - l - ^ ' 
l<r<5<n, (5 - r )> l 
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fr-l 
E[Xl.,^.XJ,J = (a + ir0^^J n (n-u) 
\ 
fs~l / 
X n ^-^^^ 
Remark 3.2: Recurrence relation for product moments of lower record 
values as 
\ 
/ 
£[(x< '^)'.(xf)^]=J^±«i-£[(xfy(xfj)>] 
=0^^j (a + l)k 
\r 
k{a + \) + i + j 
{a + l)k 
k{a + l) + j 
\s-r 
Remark 3.3: At / = 0, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 reduces to 
Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 respectively. 
Table 5.3 
Product moments of order statistics from uniform distribution 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
a = 0, e = l 
1 
0.3333 
0.5000 
0.2500 
0.6000 
0.4000 
0.2000 
0.6667 
0.5000 
0.3333 
0.1667 
0.7143 
0.5714 
0.4286 
0.2857 
0.1429 
2 
0.1667 
0.3000 
0.1500 
0.4000 
0.2667 
0.1333 
0.4762 
0.3571 
0.2381 
0.1190 
3 
0.1000 
0.2000 
0.1000 
0.2857 
0.1905 
0.0952 
4 
0.0667 
0.1429 
0.0714 
5 
0.0476 
a = 0, 0 = 2 
1 
0.6667 
1.0000 
0.5000 
1.2000 
0.8000 
0.4000 
1.3333 
1.0000 
0.6667 
0.3333 
1.4286 
1.1429 
0.8571 
0.5714 
0.2857 
2 
0.3333 
0.6000 
0.3000 
0.8000 
0.5333 
0.2667 
0.9524 
0.7143 
0.4762 
0.2381 
3 
0.2000 
0.4000 
0.2000 
0.5714 
0.3810 
0.1905 
4 
0.1333 
0.2857 
0.1429 
5 
0.0952 
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Table 5.4 
Product moments of order statistics from power function distribution 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 \ 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
0.5000 
0.6667 
0.4444 
0.7500 
0.6000 
0.4000 
0.8000 
0.6857 
0.5486 
0.3657 
0.8333 
0.7407 
0.6349 
0.5079 
0.3386 
a = \, e = \ 
2 
0.3333 
0.5000 
0.3333 
0.6000 
0.4800 
0.3200 
0.6667 
0.5714 
0.4571 
0.3048 
3 
0.2500 
0.4000 
0.2667 
.5000 
0.4000 
0.2667 
4 
0.2000 
0.3333 
0.2222 
5 
0.1667 
1 
0.6000 
0.7500 
0.5625 
0.8182 
0.7013 
0.5260 
0.8571 
0.7714 
0.6612 
0.4959 
0.8824 
0.8145 
0.7330 
0.6283 
0.4712 
a 
2 
0.4500 
0.6136 
0.4602 
0.7013 
0.6011 
0.4508 
0.7563 
0.6807 
0.5834 
0.4376 
= 1, 0 = 2 
3 
0.3682 
0.5260 
0.3945 
0.6188 
0.5304 
0.3978 
4 
0.3156 
0.4641 
0.3481 
5 
0.278 
Table 5.5 
Product moments of lower record values from uniform distribution 
5 \ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
a = 0, e = l 
1 
.33333 
.16667 
.08333 
.04166 
.02083 
2 
.11111 
.05555 
.02777 
.01388 
3 
.03700 
.01851 
.00925 
4 
.01234 
.00617 
5 
.00246 
« = 0, 0 = 2 
1 
1.3333 
.66668 
.33332 
.16664 
.08332 
2 
.44444 
.22222 
.11108 
.05552 
3 
.14800 
.07404 
.03700 
4 
.04936 
.02468 
5 
.0098^ 
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Table 5.6 
Product moments of lower record values from power function 
distribution 
s \^ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
.50000 
.33333 
.22222 
.14814 
.09876 
« = i, e= 
2 
.25000 
.16666 
.11111 
.07407 
3 
.12500 
.08333 
.05555 
1 
4 
.06250 
.04166 
5 
.03125 
1 
.60000 
.45000 
.33750 
.25312 
.18984 
a-
2 
.36000 
.27000 
.20250 
.15187 
= 2, ^ -1 
3 
.21600 
.16530 
.12150 
4 
.12960 
.09720 
5 
.07776 
4. Characterization 
Let X *{r,n,m,k), r = 1,2,• • •,n be dgos , then the conditional pdf of 
X*(s,n,m,k) given X *(r,n,m,k) = x, l< r < J '</2, in view of (2.1) and 
(3.1) is 
/ X*(s,n,m,k)\X'^(r,n,m,k)iy\^) 
c s-\ 
{s-r-\)\C,_i 
[F {X)r-^r +\h^ (/7 (3;)) _ h^ (/7 (^))] s-r-l 
(4.1) 
Theorem 4.1: Let X *(r,n,m,/:), r = l,2,"-,n be the dgos based on 
continuous distribution function F() . Then the conditional expectation 
of dgos X*{s,n,m,k) given X''{r,n,m,k) = x, \<r<s<n is given by 
E[X''{s,n,m,k)\X*{r,n,m,k)=x\=a,\r^ (4.2) 
if and only if X has the df 
F{x) = , 0 < j c < ^ (4.3) 
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where 
a s\r 
.^^l^l + ia + Dn n.i 
Proof: We have 
^^1^ = E[X * (s,n,m,k)\ X * {r,n,m,k) = x] 
Q-1 
C,_i{s-r-l)\(^m + V) s-r-l 
X fr, . , .^^r.- l 
X \y 
a 
F{y) (F(y)) m+l 
(Fix)) m+l 
s-r-l f(y) 
Fix) dy (4.4) 
Let u = F{y) 
Fix) yxj 
a+\ 
,then y^xu'^^^^'^ 
Thus (4.4) becomes 
E[X *is,n,m,k) X *ir,n,m,k) = x] 
C s-l 
Cr-iis-r-l)\(tn + l) 
^- {xu^'^-'^\^^-\l-u^^^r'-^du 
^s-r-l J 
Set M"^^^=Moget 
E[X * is,n,m,k) X * ir,n,m,k) = x] 
C 
1 r . - l m 
-+-
s-l 
Cj.-iis-r-l)\(m + l)'~Q 
I C^(a+l){m+l) m+l w+l^_^j5-r-l^^ 
-a^if x 
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C 
a 
s-l 
s\r Cr-i(s-r-l)l^jn + lY-' \(a + l){m + l) 
B 
,s-r 
_£s-l 
r 
ia + l){m + l) + n-s 
Q-1 (m +1) '-' ^ l + ia+l)k r 
(0f + l)(m + l) + n - r 
_ Q - 1 (a + l) s-r 
C 1 •^ ~'' 
Y[ia + l)[k + {n-r-j)im + l)]+l 
7=1 
To show that (4.2) impUes (4.3), we have 
^sU 
{a+l)rr+\ 
FT (^+ !)>'/ l + (a + l )rr+l^ 
asac|r+i= I I :;—; ; ;—- ~": ;; ^s\r 
Therefore, 
g'vlrW (a + l) 
Xr+U^lr+lW-^drW "^  
From (4.1), we have 
(4.5) 
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E[{X * (s,n,m,k)}\ X * (r,n,m,k) = x] = <g^ |^ (x) 
That is, 
^——-T^y[iFix)r^^-iFiy)r^'r'-' 
x[F(y)p-^f (y)dy = ^ ,|,(x)[FW]^^+i (4.6) 
Differentiating (4.5) both sides with respect to x, we get 
C,_^[F{x)rfix) 
C,_i(5-r-2)!(m + l) '~'"^ 
x^^iy)[{Fix)r^'-(F{y)r-''r'-hF(y)f^-'f{y)dy 
= g's\r(^)[F{x)f^^^ +rr+lg,lri^)[F{x)fr.l-lf{x) 
[F(x)fr^HF(x)rrr+lfi^)8s\r+l(^) 
= g's\ri^)[Fix)f^^^ + rr+l8s\r(^)iF{x)f'''^-^f(x) 
8',Ux)[Fix)] 
or, Yr+lSslr+l W = TTT + Vr+lgslr W 
fix) 1 gs\r g'slri^) 
Thus in view of (4.5) and (4.7), we have 
Fix) X 
and hence the Theorem 4.1. 
(4.7) 
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CHAPTER VI 
A Note on Recurrence Relations Between 
Moments of Order Statistics 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we have obtained recurrence relations for moments of 
order statistics when the continuous distribution function (df) F(x) and 
the probability density function ipdf)f{x) are functionally related as 
f{x) = ax^[F{x)f[l-F(x)]^ (1.2) 
where b is integer and a, /] are positive integers. 
Further, the distribution is characterized using these recurrence relations 
on moments. Also, its possible deductions are discussed. 
2. Recurrence relations for single moments 
Lemma 2.1: Let X .^^ , ^2\n^"'^^n:n ^^ h^e order statistics obtained 
from a random sample of size n drawn from a population with the df 
F{x) andthep<i//(.x;). 
Let us denote //^^ =E(X^.j^) then it can be seen that (David and 
Nagaraja, 2003), 
/ /S =Cr.n lx'[F{x)r'[l-F{x)r'nx)dx (2.1) 
where C .^„ = {r-l)\{n-r)\ 
Part of the results of this chapter is contained in Faizan and Haque (2009). 
A note on recurrence relations between moments 
For 2<r<n, n>2, and k = 1,2,.... 
/ ' S - A ^ - L i =^k |x"[FW]'- ' [ l -FW]"-^+l<fa (2.2) 
,(*) „(*^ ) _ Cr;„ n-r+l dx (2.3) 
/^  ,_!:„_! A ,^_i:^  „ ( „ - r + l) ;t |x^~^ [F(jc)]''~Hl- F(x)]""''+^^x (2.4) 
Proof: We have (Ali and Khan, 1997) 
(r-l)!(n-r)!- ' ^ i"r:n i " r - l :n - l 
"^-^ '^ jxMF(.)r2[i-F(.)rvw^x 
(r-2)\(n-r)\ 
(n-iy. 
( r - l ) ! (n-r) ! 
jxMF(x)r2[ l_F( ;c) r^ 
{/2F(x)-(r-l)}/(x)^x 
r-lfi / - / . A I ^ - ^ + I LetKx) = -[F(jc)]''~ni-^U)] 
Differentiating w.r.r x, we get 
h\x) = [F{x)Y-^[\-F{x)T-'{nF{x)-ir-l)}f{x) 
Hence, 
/^rn /"r-l:n-l r - l 
jx^/i'(x)J;» 
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Integrating by parts and putting the value of h{x), we get (2.2). 
Proof of (2.3) and (2.4) follows on the lines of (2.2). 
Theorem 2.1: If the p^f and the c(f are functionally related as given in 
(1.2)thenfor 2<r<n and k>b + \. 
^r.n ^r-V.n ^ (n - r + l ) ( n - a - y ^ +1)! 
x/^rj^;-L-A.i (2-7) 
Proof: Here we prove (i), the proof of (ii) and (iii) will be similar. By an 
application of (1.2) and (2.2), we have 
/^rfi -/^r-l:n-.l = — ^ \X'-\F{X)Y-\\-F{x)1 
X—, l ^ .dx 
ax\F(x)f[l-Fix)f 
= £l^k |x^-^-^ [F(x)]^-^-^ [1 - F(x)r-'-^^^ f{x)dx 
and hence the Theorem. 
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Examples 
1. Exponential distribution 
\-F{x) = e~^'', j>0, ^>0 
f{x) = \[\-F{x)] 
u 
If we put fl =—, ^  = 0, or = 0 and {5 = 1 m (2.5), we have 
6 
Mr.n Mf-\-„-\ - Mm 
L.n I ^ 
as obtained by IChan et al (1983). 
2. Reflected exponential distribution 
F{x) = e^^''~'^\ - c o < ; c < / / , / / > 0 
f{x) = XF{x) 
If we put a = A,,b = Q,a = \and y^  = 0 in (2.6), we have 
^k)_ {k) ^ k (k-\) 
3. Weibull distribution 
l-F(jc) = exp(-^jc^), J>0, ^,/7>0 
f{x)^epx'^~^{\-F{x)\ 
Ifweput a = ep,b = p-l,a = Oand /^ = l in (2.5), we have 
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r-r.n H-r-\f,-\ ~ H-r.n r i.n 1 p^ 
as obtained by Khan et al. {l%3). 
4. Inverse Weibull distribution (Extreme value type II distribution) 
F{x) = exp 
V, x) x>0, p,0>0 
f{x) = pePx'"^P^^^F{x) 
If we put a = 6 P p,b = -(/? + 1), a = l and y^  = 0 in (2.6), we have 
(k+p)_ pO^{r-\)^^xk) ,,{k) 
^r-\:n iMnn f^r-\:n-\ ^ 
as obtained by Pawalas and Szynal (2001). 
5. Power function distribution 
F{x) = 0<X<X, /7,A>0 
f{x) = ^F{x) 
X 
If we put a = p,b = -l,a = \ and y5 = 0 in (2.6), we have 
.,(k)_Pir-\) + k (k) 
as obtained by Malik (1967). 
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6. Pareto distribution 
l-F(x)= — , x>A, A,p>0 
yx J 
f(x) = ^[l-F(x)] 
X 
If we put a = p,b = -\,a = 0 and /? = 1 in (2.5), we have 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1983). 
7. Logistic distribution 
Fix) , - o o < X < oo 
1 + e-^ 
f{x)^F{x)\\-F{x)\ 
If we put fl = 1, ^ = 0, or = 1 and y5 = 1 in (2.5), we have 
^^r.n >"r-l:n-l ^ _ j -"r-dn-l 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1987). 
8. Log logistic distribution 
F(j) = l - ( 1 + / ) ^ 0<jc<oo 
j{x)^-F{x)\\-F{x)-\ 
X 
If we put a^c,h^-\a = \and ^ = \ in (2.5), we have 
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f^r.n 
( z. A 
1 + ^r-l:n~l 
c(r-l) 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1987) and Al-Shboul and Khan (1989). 
9. Generalized log logistic distribution 
f(x) = i [F{x)r^ [1 - F(jc)]'"2 (Adeyemi and Oja, 2004) 
xaB{mi,m2) 
If we put a = , b~-\,a = mi and P = m2 in (2.5), we 
(TB{mi,m2) 
have 
(k) _ Xk) ^ kaB(mi,m2)ir-m^ -l)!(n - r -m2 +1)! C^.^ 
•^" n{n-mi -1712 +1)! 
^r-rrii -.n-my -m2+1 
where Q.„ is as defined in Section 2. 
At mi=m2=l, generalized log logistic distribution becomes the log 
logistic distribution. It is symmetric if m^  = m2. 
10, Beta of their** Kind 
i-F(x) = (i+xy'^ 
f{x) = xF{x)[l-Fix)] 
If we put a = l,b = l,a = \and/3 = \ in (2.5), we have 
Mr:n ^r-\:n-l ~ f-l^'^-^'^ 
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3. Characterization 
Theorem 3.1: Let X be a continuous random variable having the df 
F(x) and thepdf f(x) with E\X\Uc^ for some /> 1 and 0< F(x) < 1 
for a<x<jB. Assume further that {«/}, i = l,2,--- be a sequence of 
integers satisfying 2<.ni<n2<--- and ^ — = oo, then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
{[)f{x) = ax^[F{x)f[l-F{x)f 
1=1 ' 
(\u //(^) - //(^) _kC,.n(r-a-mn-fi-r + l)\ (k-b-l) 
(WW //(^) _ //(^) _kCr.nir-a-mn-p-r + \)\ (k-b-\) 
\ ) f^r-tn-\ ^'r-V.n an{n-r+ \){n-a-/3+ l)\ 
Proof: To show that (ii) implies (i) using (2.2) and (2.5), we have 
\x^-\F{x)r\l-F{^)T''^^ dx 
= i f/-^ -^  [F{x)r''-\\ - F{x)r'-I^^^f{x)dx 
implying that, 
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^ \x^'-^-\F{x)Y-\\-F{x)f-''''f{x) 
a 
X ax fix) 
[FU)r^[ i -FU)r^ \dx = Q 
Under the given condition [1-F(;c)]"' is complete in L(0,1) [See Lin, 
1989 and Kamps, 1991]. 
Therefore, 
ax 
fix) 
-[FU)r^[i-Fwr^=o 
Hence (ii) implies (i). Similarly it can be seen that (iii) and (iv) also imply 
(i). 
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